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INTRODUCTIONo-2
On a recommendation  of  the Comnission and after  consul-ting the
European Parlianent and the Econonic and Social Connittee (1),  the Council
of  the European  comnunity decided on 15 April  1964 to  set up the Mediu.n-
Term Econornic Policy Committee to pronote the co-ordlnation of  the general
economic policies  of  the Member States,  The legal  basis for  this  decision
was the Treaty of  Rone, notably Articres  105 and 145.  The main task of
the Committee was to  work out the prelininary  draft  of a nediun-tern  economic
policy  programme, taking into  account all  available infornation,  notably the
forecasts of  a Group of  Experts attached to  the Comrnission. This progranrne
was to  set out the nain lines  of  the econonic policies  to  be pursued by the
Menber States and the Comrnunity  institutions  for  L966 -  fO, and to  ensure
co-ordination of  these policies.
0n the basj-s of  the work carried out by the Connittee, the Conn:-ssron
ie  to  draw up a draft  prograrne, indtcatr,ng those lK'rnts oii raich it  departs
from ths 0onnitteela prelininary  draft.  The Connlssiou wiII  subrnit this
draft  to  the Council, which will  refert  it  at  once the European  Parlianent
and to the Econornic and Social Connittee for  opinions. The progranne will
not be finally  adopted till  it  has been approved by the Council and by the
Governments of  the l,fenber States.  fs  adoption will  mean that  Council and
Menber States intend to act along the general llnes  set out in  the prograrnne.
Once the Governments of  the Member States and the Connission  had
appointed, its  members, the Committee held its  inaugural neetlng on 11 December
1954.  It  eIe':ted as Chairman M. W.Langer, State Secretary in  the Federal
Mi.nistry of  Econonic Affairs  (Germany),  and as Vice-Chairmen  M. P.Mass6, then
Comnissioner-general  for  the Equipnent and Productivity  Plan (France) and
l'{. G.Brouwers, Secretary-general  in  the Netherlands Ministry  of  Economic ()\
Affairs  '-'.  On the departurc of M. P.MassE, the Conmlttee appointed  M.
F.X.Ortoli,  Commissiopg3-general  for  the Equipnent and Productivity  Plan
(tr'rance), as Vj-ce-Chairnan.
Commission Recommendation  to  the Council on the Conmunityr  s nediun-
term econonic policy,  25 July L963;  Opinions of  the European  Parlianent
(21 January 1964) and of  the Economlc and Soclal Conmittee (29.Tanuary
1964) on this  reconaendation.
The Councilrs decision of  15 April  1964 and a full  list  of  nembers of
the Coarnittee are given ia  an sDnexr
(1)
(2)o-,
The Ccrnmittee worked out the prelininary  draft  for  the first
programme art a total  of  14 neetingsr the preparatory work for  which
was carried. out at meetings of  the alternatee.  In addition'  the
Comrnj-ttee eiet up special worki.ng parties  for  certain  specific  fieldst
namely policy  on the structure of  industry,  incones.policy,  and policy
in  the fiel.d of  scientific  aud technical research \t/.  Again,
problens connected with the public budgets and regional policy  sere
studied in  close co-operation  with the Budgetary Policy Committee and
the $/orking' Party of  senior officials  responsi.bLe for  regional policy
in  the Member States.
A major contribution was nade to  the first  progranme by the Group
of Experts on nediun-tern forecasts.  The Commission had appointed 18
highly qualified  experts to constitute  this  group.  M. Kervyn de
Lettenhove, a former Secretary General in  the Belgian Econonic Programming
Bureau, was appoiuted chairman.  The Group net for  the first  time on 29
Septenber 1964 and in  the course of  twelve neetings drafted a report  on
the prospects for  econonic developments in  the EEC until  L9?O.  The nain
points and conclusions in  this  report are part of  the naterial  used in
Chapter II  of the programne  nour put forward.
This first  programme does not deal in  detail  with all- the fields
that will  be relevant to nedium-ternt econonie policy  in  the coming flve
years; the problems of nediun-term economic policy  and the tasks which
the Council assigned to the Medium-Tern  Economic Policy Comnittee and to
the Commission in  this  field  are too complex and far-reaching to  lend
themselves to detailed treatnent in  the relatively  strort time available
for  its  preparation.  As the Commission obeerved in  its  Eighth General
Report on tlhe activities  of  the Community, the attempt to  co-ordinate
nediun-term ecotlomic policy  is  too inportant  for  those concerned to  al1ow
its  prospec'bs of  succeas to be undernined by over-hasty and superficial
work.
(1)  The terms of  reference of  the Working Parties are given in  an annex.0-4
The fi-rst  chapter in  the programme  ls  devoted to the general
concept of  medium-tern economic policy.  This is  fol-lowed by an
analysis of  the structural  requi-renents  and of  the general conditions
which will  determine economic growth in  the coming year6; this  part of
the work brings out the nain lines  like1y  to be fol]owed by econonic
developments in  the medium tern.  The programme  then set6 out
tentative  overalL guidc lines  for  the varj-ous fields  of medium-tern
economic policy  in  the years ahead.  Specific fields,  such as
employnent and training  policy,  public  finance policy  and regional
policy  are dealt with ln  nore detail  in  subsequent chaptCrs, (as'tne
Iirogramrne is  to be adjusted each y6ar) it  is  intended to  go more
deeply lnto  those questions which have not already been ful1y  exanined.
In the work now being caried  out by the Committee  and in  the next
programmes,  problems connected with the need for  mutual consistency
between national- policies  and Conmunity policy  will  be exanined more
throughly, and problems arlsing  in  connection with research, industrial
and agricul-tura1 structures,  the size of  enterprises, public  fJ-nancee,
incomes policy  and the capital  narkets wiLl be given priority  treatment.LI-1
CHAPTER  I
THE BASES FOR A MEDTIJM-TERM ECONOMIC
POLICY IN THE COMMUNITT
t
al-2
The ain of  the Connunityrs Mediun-Tern Economic Policy is  to  create
optimun conditions for  steady and balanced econonlc growth while a high
Ievel  of  employment and of  internal  and external stability  are maintainedl
in  this  uay it  will  enhance the prospects for  a rapid improvement in  the
standard of  living  of  citizens  in  all  walks of  like  and help the fess
developed regions to catch up with the others.
For this  purpose, nanagements and governments nust work hand in  handt
and it  is  particularly  necessary that  all  official  action affecting  the
growth, the structure  and the stabltity  of  the economyt both. in
the Mernber States and at  Community Ievel,  should. be combined into  a
systematic and rational  economic policy  co-ordinated for  the nedium tern.
Ihe progressive  integration  of  the economies  of  the Menber States requires
ever cl-oser co-ordination of  their  nedium-term economic policiest  so that
the establishrnent of  the Comnon Market and of  the European Economlc Union
can be completed in  the best possible conditions.
The nain tasks and exigencies  facing those responsible for  pedl-un-tcrnt
economic policy  are:
In most menber countries the general conditions uhich deternine
growth have changed radically  in  the last  few years.  This is
mai-nly due to  the high level  of  employment reached and to  the
improved standard of  living.  Optinum econonic growth is  now
depend.ent on fulfilment  of  conditions which require both trade
and industry and the state  to  expand tlrel-r longer-tern planulrg
and efforts,  particularly  in  connection with the economj-c and
social  infrastructuret  education and traini.ng.
As a result  of  growing European integration  and the increased
economic interpenetration  throughout the world r and  because
of  economic and technical progress and higher living  standards'
the pace at  which the structure  of  the economy changes is  rising
markedly.  This change requires not only that all  those who play
a role  in  econonic life  should adjust regularly  and in  good tine
to changes in  the pattern of  demand and supplyr but that  they
should also make an effort  to  find  newer .nethods ef, rrroduction.
Wlat.iE nanted, then a.qe l-onger-r4ng.e ne-aeUr.e.g 14 the Structural
field-:arhicb- 'l-11I faetlitete  thle  adaptation {n the v'arious tnilus-
tries  .and--the ,varl_ous reSions and *hich pilt.nake  possihle an
1.
2.z
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edequate  degree of mobility  for  the factors  of  productionl a
further  aim would be to belp ensure a better  balance in  the
econonic structure.  At the sane tine,  however, econonic and
eociial damage nut be prevented  even when the change in  structure
occu:rs abruptly.  Measures of  structural  adjustraent along these
Iiners should conform with overall  econonic rational-e.
Of all  the factors useful for  the attainment of  the economic and
social objectives of  the EEC Treaty, the free play of  the narket,
5.s, in  those sectors where satlsfactory  conpetition obtai-ns, one
of  t;he nost important instrunents of  medlun-term econornic policy,
and the nost effective  way of  ensuring optimum allocatlon  of
prodiuction factor6.  A full  market is,  in  fact,  vital  to  economic
pro€;ress.  For this  reason it  is  very inportant  that  competition
should be naj-ntained by means of  an active competition policy  and
should be developed in  flelds  vhere it  is  inadequate.  The rules
of  conpetition set out in  the Treaty of  Rome provide a suitable
franework for  such a policy.
Houever, effective  competition does not at  present obtain in
every field,  and the special circumstances of  certaj-n casea nean
that  even in  future it  wl-1l not be achieved everywhere.  Thj-s
applles in  parti-cu1ar to  those fields  traditionally  subject to
infl-uence by goveranents.  One of  the nain tasks facing those
inpJ-ementing the rnediun-tern economic policy  will  be to  exanine,
fron an overall  econonic and social  standpoJ-nt, specific  government
support arrangenents (eonetjmes nade purcly for  short-term purpose)
in  l;he light  of  their  longer-term effects.  The purpose of  this
exanination will  be to clarify  that  such arrangements  do not partly
or ruholly cancel each other out.  At the same tine,  the expediency
of  l;he neasures can be checked.
Experience has shown that despite all  its  successesr short-term
economic polic.y action alone does not suffice  to  ensure at  one and
the same tine  monetary stability,  balance-of-payment  equilibrium and
a h:Lgh 1evel of  enployment.  Thj-s is  largely  due to the fact  that
it  must bring rapid results  and consequently aims first  and foremost
at  :Lnfluencing overall  demand.
4.
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An econonic policy  with a medj-un-term  bias,  cr.eating optinun
conditions for  the elastic  development of  supply, contributes fron
the supply side as well  to a nore balanced developnent of  the econony.
A successful  mediun-term economlc policy  also make it  aLl the easier
to resolve short-tern  econornic problenol and since short-tern  policy
nust be based on some notion of mediun-term growth prospects, nediun-
tern policy  will  also facilitate  the inplenentation of  the short-tern
policy  in  so far  as it  enable short-term measures to  be dovetailed
into  longer-tern developnents.
There is  a growing need for  pubric budgets to be establlshed in  the
light  of  what can and what must be done in  regard. to nedlun-tern
econornic growth.  Their main objective should be the creatLon of
optimum conditions for  growth, structural  developnent and stability.
This can only be achieved if  budgets are planned in  advance, not just
for  a year at a time but for  the nediun terns  once this  is  done, it
will  be easler to  estabrish a correct scale of  priorities  j.n public
spending and in  parti.cular to neet the growing need for  investment
in  the field  of  ecoaomic and social  infrastructure  and of  education.
The change nigbt  al-so make it  possible to inprove the chances that
the raising  and spending of noney by the public authorities  wil_l
reflect  a fi-nancial policy  consonant with general econonic developnents.
Goods, services, capital  and labour wi.l1 probably enJoy conplete
freedom of novenent within  the Community by 1970.  Extensive econonic
interpenetration  between the Member States will  be the result,  and
this  neans that  favourable  or unfavourable econonic forcee spreading
from any one member country will  have a rapid and increasingly  sharp
i-mpact on econonic trends in  the other Henber States.  It  is  therefore
necessary to redress existiag  disequillbria  and to forestall  the
cnergence of ner disequilibria  by the reciprocal- eupply of lnfornation
on the developnent of  the Menber Statesr econonies and the closer co-
ordination of  economic policies.  For maxinun efficiency,  these
infornation  ani co-ordination arrangements  w111 have to  cover all
economj-c problems.  It  is  particularly  important that  the Menber
States should co-ordinate their  inteations  with regard to nediun-
tern  econonic po1i.cy, whether they have been cast in  the shapc of
programmes  covering several years or nerely given the forn of
general guidelines:  over the years such intentions  influence econonic
policy  and congequently exert an appreciable effect  on econonic
developments aa we1l.T_5
In  view of  the cl-ose interdependence between economic policy  and
social policy,  nedium-tern.econonic policy  must also contribute
to the sj-muLtaneous attainment of  the Communityrs social  objecti-ves.
Here the main objective is  the progressive  improvenent in  the living
and working conditions of  citizens  in  all  walks of  life  withj-n the
bounds set by total  economic resources,  In addition  to  optimum
growth and stability,  a high level  of  enployrnent and a fair
distribution  of  income and property are necessary if  this  objective
is  to be achieved.  A regular flow of information on 6ocia1 trends
and the development of  social  policy  in  the several member countrles
and close co-operation on social  questions between them at  Community
level  are indispensable if  the Cornmon Market is  to be bui,lt  up into
an economic union.
The development and implementation of mutually consitent cornmon
policies  such as for  agriculture,  transport,  fuel  and powerr conmer-
cial. relations  with non-nember countries and vocational training
which have already been partly  worked out or are to  be worked out
in  t;he next few years under the mandate given to  the Communi-ties,
dema.nd sufficient  knowledge of  the general long-tern devel-opment
trends and econonic policy  intentions  in  the Member States.
The Council- has explicitly  stated that  j-t  is  not part of  nedium-
tern  economic policy  to  spell  out quantitative  objectives for  the
Comnunity or the Member States.  None the less it  is  barely
conceivable that  the Comnittee could devise an economic policy  for
the nediun tern without quantj-tative infornation  on the possible
grovrth of  the economy under various conditions and given differing
econonic hypothesis.  The basis for  such infornatj.on is  for  the
mo6l; part the work being carrj-ed out by the Group of  Experts  on
medj.um-term  forecasts and the expectations of  Governments  and
Commissi.on in  this  fie1d.
9.
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The work leading up to  the present programrne has shown how
important it  is  for  the franing of  econonic policy  in  general
and of  the nedium-term economic policy  in  particular  that  there
should be adequate and comparable statistical  documentation for  the
several l"lember States, notably in  the field  of  nationaf accounts.
For this  reason the Menber States and the Community  institutions
shoul-d intensify  the efforts  they are already making to  inprovc
the statistical  coverage of  economic trends and should bear in
mind that  a comnon market and the creation of  the econonic uniou
also require unlforn  statlsticaL  nethods and defini-tionsr  The
Statistical  Office of  the European Communities will  have a special
contributi-on to make to  this  work.
The implementation of  the general nediun-term economic policy
programme will  require special efforts  and consequently  the programne
can be applied only step by step.  Its  success is  therefore all  the
more vitally  dependent on the adoption or improvement by the Menber
States of  the requisite  laws and regulations and, where necessaryt
the strengthening  by the Community institutions  of  their  admin-
istrative  powers. Consequently,  the Menber States and the lnstitutions
of  the Community should, at  the earliest  possible nomentr take all
the appropriate preliminary oeasures needed for  the rapid and efficient
implementation of  the guidelines 6et out in  this  programme.
The success of  the nediun-tern  econonic policy also depends on the
readiness of  all  sections of  the population participating  in  economic
life,  as well as of  the public authorities,  to  support by their
conduct the guidelines laid  down in  the progranne.  This means that
Governments and Community lnstitutions  must work in  mutual co-operation
with the various economic  and social  organi-zations.III-I
CEAPTER  IT
TEE fEARS AHEAD I OU{ERAI/ OROIITE PROSPECTSII-2
I.  The economic guidclines whi.ch this  progranme  will-  lay  doun nust
be based on an overall  view of  development prospects for  the years ahead.
The projections indicate  the order of magnitude of  probable trends or
changes, and so make it  easier to obtain this  overall  view.
They thus supply those responsible for  econonic policy  and other
economic trausactors with an overall  franework in  which their  decisions
and choices will  be nade.  The projections will  also enable them to
dj.scern more clearly  the nature of  the problens with which they will
have to  cope, to  locate in  advance the critical  area6 of  the econony and
to assess the roon for  manoeuvre that  they have in  any specific  operation.
2.  However, growth is  a process the dynanic thrust  of  which rests  on
continual changes in  the conduct of authorities,  individualst  firns,  etct
and in  their  relations  with  each other.  ft  is  true that  these changes
are subject to certain relatively  stable laws on shich prediction
techniques are based, but tbe large number of uncertalnties renaining
rules out really  firn  forecasts.
It  is  inportant  therefore to stress the essentially  condj.tional
nature of  quantitative  projections:  they are based on a conplex of nore
or less explicit  assumptions and the trends predicted will  actually  occur
only if  the assuroptions are correct.  This nust be borne in  nind in  the
interpretation  of  the projectione.
Anong the assunptions adopted, those concerniag the intentions  of
the public authorities  play a particularly  inportant role,  precisely
because of  their  j-npact on the developnent of  the econony.  There j-s
therefore a reci-procal relationship  bctreen proJectiona  and progranmes
although the projections constitute  the technlcal foundation  on rhich
the prograrnmes are based, they thenselves incorporate ln  nore or less
explicit  terms a nunber of  the decisions included in  the progrannee.TI-'
3.  The projections established for  tne mediun-term economic policy
progranme are at  present confined to population and enployment' and to
the origin  of  donestic product by nain industries  and its  utilization
by main category.  The projections are established at  1950 pri-ces (1955
for  Germany).
As overall  volune projections concerning transactions in  goods and
services, they suffer  fron two major linitations.  The first  is  that
they are estabLished at  constant prices;  elinination  of  price variations
leaves a distorted  plcture  of  econonlc developnents, notably rith  respect
to  changes in  the pattern of  the national product by sectorr and there
i.s no way of  shorlng their  implications with regard to price  stability.
The second finitation  concerns the trend followed by incones and by
capital  flows, an inportant  problem rhich it  has not yet been possible
to tackle.
4.  The projections have been established by the Group of  Experts on
nediun-tern forecasts on the basis of  work carried out at  nati.onal 1"o"1(1).
Eorever, in  the case of  the Federal Republic of  Germany, they were supplied
directly  by the German authorities  and they diverge in  certain  respects fron
the projections nade by the Group of  Experts.
Moreover, the character of  these projections varies considerably
from country to country.
for  Germany and Luxenbourg, whi-ch do aot establish national
progrannes, the projections plot  an average developnent of  the economy in
the coning five  years.  The Gersran Governrnent has endeavoured to  fix  an
average growth rate  enabling the central  objectives of  econonic policy  to
be attaiaed in  acceptable conditlons:  fu1l  employnent, price  stability,
and external equilibrium.  Its  projection  corresponds to a working
hypothesis designed to thror  J-ight on economic policy  decisi-ons.  It  lj-es
nidray between two extrene projections previously established to fix  the
approxinate area in  which the nediun-tern overall  growth rate  should lie  if
aII  three central objectives vere to be reasonably safeguarded.
(1)  The report of  the Group of
nitte,d by the Conmission to
annex,.  The Comnunity  has
in  th.is report.
Experts on nediun-tern forecastse sub-
the Conmittee, is  reproduced in  an
not stated its  viers  on the points made{
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For the other countries,  the projections are based directly
on the work carried out by official  departments in  connection with
national  programmes or plans.  For France, an"I.,are identical  with
the growth assumptions used for  the I'ifth  Plan $i.  For ltaly,  the
Netherlands  and Belgium, the assumptions are those accepted at  the
stage reached on 1 January 1955 in  preparatory work on nedium-tern
national  programmes.
The national  progranmes nay lnclude quantitatj-ve objectives:
such objectives are,  however, expressed not in  absolute terms but in
relation  with the fulfilnent  of  certain  conditions -  and the enphasie
is  generally on the flexible  nature of  the objectives and of  the
corresponding  programmes. For exanple, in  the case of  the Fifth  Plan
ia  France, the authorities  are conmltted to  defending the objectives,
but do not guarantee that  they will  be ettained.
At Comnunity }evel,  the projections have been accepted by the
Comnittee as a central  assunption on growth in  the countrles concerned.
This does not mean that  they are objectlves:  the Council has expressly
stated that  they are to  be treated only as quantitative  goia""  (2).
POPUIATION AND EMPIOYI'IENT
Total population
5.  In  I97O the poputation of  the Conmunity will  be 188 ni11ior, (J).
It  was 172 million  in  1950 and will  thus have increased by 9.5% j-n ten
years. In  1965 the figure  was 181 nil1ion.
(1)  Thg Conmuaityfs assunptions sometimes  appear to differ  from those
of  the Fifth  Plan because of  differences in  definitions  (the figures
are calculated on the basis of a narrow definition  of  production
excludj.ng, inter  alia,  the services provided by financial
institutlons  and the public authorities).  I4,ith this  reservation,
the projection  for  France coresponds to the projection  attached to
the Flfth  Plan.  The flgures for  1965  and the corresponding  growth
rates are taken fron the accounts establi.shed for  the May It5)  econonic
budget.
Q)  In yhat follows the growth rates are nornally  expressed as annual rates
of  increase, un1e6s otherwise stated.  fn  the tables the column
headed "L9?O/65" covers the changes taking place between 1965 ar.d L97O,
that  is  over a period of J years.
(l)  The figures  for  total  population and for  enployment include net
inrnigration  between L965 and 1970.TI-5
Tablc 1
Trend of  total  population
Country
/')
Nunbers (|OOO)\'/  Annual Frowth.rates (l)  ,
Gernany
France
Italy
Netherlands
Belgiun
Luxcnbourg
55 4to
4l 580
49 ?60
11 49o
9 18o
tL5
5o
5L
5'
L3
9
700
290
100
230
780
348
1.1
1.O
0.5
1,t
0.5
o.5
L.3
1.4
o.7
1.4
o.7
1.1
o.5
o.9
o.5
1.5
o.5
0.8
EEC 1?1 860 r88 45o o.9 r.1 o.8
(1) Except fc,r Luxenbourg, the figures are rounded off to the nearest 10 OOO
It  1.ooks, however, as if  the expansion of  the popuLation in  the
coning fi.ve years will  slow down -  to  4% betreen 1965 and ltlo  compared
with 5.5?i between 1950 and 1955:  in  recent years certain  exceptional
nigratorX.novenents have taken place, notably in  France and the Federal
Republic of Gernany.  In addition,  certain  countries expect the natural
denograptLic trend to level  off  because the section of  the population with
highest f'ertility  is  now relatively  snall  compared with the others.
Neverrtheless, the rate of increase in  the total  population will  not
vary verJ' widely from country to country:  apart from the high rate  of
I.5% in  t;he Netherlands, the range of  annual growth rates will  be between
0.6% and O.9%.
WorkinF rropulation
6.  Trend.s uniler this  heading will  vary nore widely from country to
countryl  the tota1 effect  for  the Conmunity as a whole is  that  growth
will  be nore noderate than in  the past.
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Table 2
Trend, of rorking popuLation
Country Nunbers 1'g9g1(1) rg5o  rg1o
Gernany
France
ftaly
Ne therland.s
Be lgium
Luxenbourg
26 52o
19 720
19 880
4 t90
3 530
131
27 300
20 760
20 980
4 840
3 760
137
1.1
0. 1
0.4
0.7
-0.1
nf
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.?
n?
0
o.,
rJ. o
1.3
o.5
v.1
73 970 77 780 0.4 0.? 0.5
(f)  Except for Luxenburg the figures are round.ed off to the nearest 10 OOO
[renils 1n the working population will  be affected by the folloring  factors  r
(i)  The ratio  of that proportion of the total  population which 1s of worklng
age to the totaf  populatlon in  nany cases subta^ntially, and trend-s will  continue
to vary fron country to country;
(ii)  Young people rill  be staying at school longer and this  wi1l,  of  course,
appreciably affect  nurnbere seeking enplo;rnent in  the corresponcling age category;
(iii.)  For inrnigration novenentE,  the forecasting of wbich i-s nuch rnore ttifficult,
it  has generally been suppossd. that current trentls ri11  cont:.nue (1).  However,
the rapid. d.evelopnent  of  d.enand for  labour in  Italy  plannecl for  in  this  corxrtryrs
(f)  fne egtimates obtained. generally refer  to totaL mlgration (working and
non-working persons) -  only the Fed.eral Republic of Gernany subnitted. an
estinate of  lmnigration of foreign workers.  These estinates d.o, horever,
give a very general picture of the trtnds  in  innigration  and enigration of
workers.  The estinateg are as follors,  by five-year period.l
196r/60  1970/65
( 'o00)
+  835  +  350 +  1546  +  74o
500  300 +44+5O
+132+81
+12+8
Gcrnany
France
Italy
NetherLands
3e lgiun
Luxembourg
* r  nct innlgratlon
net cnlgratlonTT-7
ln a furtbcr pronounccd dcollnc ln nct flvc-year  progtenuc vill  rctult
lnfra-Corrurl ty rlgratlon.
ln  view of
The working
and Luxermbourg.
like1y  t,c rernain
these factors,  two distinct  trends nay be disceraed:
population will  neither decline nor increase in Germany
In these two countries, therefore, labour shortages are
6evere.
In  each of the four other countries the workj-ng population is
expected to increase:  this  increase will  still  be very sharp in  the
NetherLands, despite a distinct  Loss of nomentun (L.3% compared wi-t}l L.5%
between  .195O and L965) and will  renain firn  in  the three other countries
(France, Belgiun and lta1y  -  about O.5%).
Thus the working population of  the Conmunity, which was ?5.1 nillion
in  1955, will  probably increase by 1.7 nillion  to reach ??.8 nj-i-i-ion in  I9?O
whereas l;he incrcasc recorded betwecn 1960 and 1955 was about 2 milllon.
Enploynent
?.  Pro.rided final  denand for  goods and services actually  expands at  the
rate  for,eseen in  the projections,  it  seens unlikely  that  there wi]1 be any
great di:fficulty  -  at  least  in  overall  terms -  in  absorbing the additional
labour resouxc€s which will  becone available.
The projections presuppose the attainment of a high level  of  enploynent
one of  t.he general objectives to which the Member States have subscribed in
the Treaty of  Rome and rrhich they are pursuing in  their  short-term economic
policies  and their  structural  policies.
fablc  )
Trende of  nunbers eqPloved
Country
Numbers (,ooo)(1)  Percentage  annual growth rates
Gernany
France
Italy
Netherlands
Belgiun
Luxenbourg
zo
LY
r.9
4
t
250
48o
vrv
140
350
tt4
150
140
,60
?80
660
L42
L.?
o.1
L.t
o.7
o.1
Q12
o.7
o.8
o.5
I.O
1.1
o,7
0
o.5
0.8
L.2
o.5
o.4
27
20
20
4
3
EEC 72 35o ?6 27o 1.0 o.7 0.5
(1) Includir:rg national servicenen  and the net contribution nade by frontier
workers to enployment within the country.
bccept for Luxembourg the figures are roundecl off  to the nearest 1O OOOII-8
The low unenployment rates foreseen for  five  countries (between
O.5 and I.%)  correspond to  full  enploynent,  and in  fact,  for  certain
countries,  to  the persistance of  labour shortages.  The fa11 foreseen
by the Italian  programme for  the unenplolment rate  &o  11t1 would nean
a substantial  reduction in  structural  unenployment in  this  country.
With respect to  the actual number of  hours worked, the projections
are based on the assunption that  the tendency for  this  variable  to
decline wil-I continue at  rates differing  appreciably from one country
to another.  The range of rates of  reducti.on, which is  fairl-y  wide, is
difficult  to interpret  because of  the diversity  of  the situations  at  the
beginning of  the period, and because many of  the assunptions are rather
general approxinations.
If  it  occurred in  the proportions  assuned in  the national projections'
the decline in  the nunber of  hours worked would go far  to offset  the
increase in  manpower;  in. most nember countries,  therefore,  the rise  in
the total  nunber of  hours worked nay well  prove to be quite slow, and
in  Gerrnany it  eveu seens likeIy  to  fafl.
One other problen is  that  a balanced labour situation  is  not only a
general macro-econonlc problem.  Within the national  econonies there
ought to be a considerable  shift  of  nanpower into  those industries  where
enploynent will  be expanding sharply.  Industry and services taken
together are expected to absorb 3 600 OoO additional  workers (i.e.  nearly
5% of  the total  working population),  whereas the number of  persons
enployed in  agriculture  will  probably decline by about I  700 OOO.  These
figures give a very general idea of  the scale of the novement.  The
shifts  will  take place on a particularly  large scale in  ltaly  and in
France, and will  continue to  cause rnajor problens of  adaptation, espec-
ia1Iy  in  connection with the training  of  young people from country areas
and the balance between the various regions.
GROWTH  AND INDUSTRIAL  ORIGIN OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT
Overal-l growtlr
8.  The overalJ- growth ""t" 
(1) of  the donestic product is  a key economic
policy  j-ndj.cator.
(t)  tUe values expressed in  national  currency unlts  in  each projection have
been converted into  the trunit of  accountrf to  facilj-tate  additj-on and compari-
eon. Such addition or  conparison  will  yicld  results  that muet, however, be
treated with the greatest reserve. The unit  of  account corresponds to o,88862t
grana of  fine  gordt which is  at  present the value of  the us do11ar.II-9
In predicting the donestic product, it  is  inportant  to  take into
account future population trends, the objective of  the maintenance  of  full
employment, demand prospects and the requirements of  balanced growth.  The
work carried out has l-ed to  the following assunption being adopted for  each
of  the Cornmunity countries.
Table 4
Growth of  overall  product(1)
Percentage  annual growth rates at  constant pri.ces
Country  Gross Product Product per Product per
person employed  inhabitant
L96o/65 65/60 70/65 L965/6o 7a/65  1965/50 70/65
Germany  6.6  5.I  t.5  4.7  t.5
France  4.?  4.8  4,8  4.5  4.2
Italy  5.9  5.1  5.o  4.5  4.2
Netherlands 4.2  4.7  4.6  3.o  t.3
Belgium  2.7  4.5  4.1  5.4  t.4
Luxembour g  t.O  2.9  3.2  2.2  2"8
t.8  3.O
t.4  5.9 4.4  4.4
1.3  ).L
3.8  t.5 1.8  2.4
(1)  Gross dornestic product at  L95O prices -  except for  Germany (gross national
product tzt L955 prices).
These overall  growth rates imply that  in  most of  the csuntrles trends
noted in  the recent past will  be maintained;  Gernany is  the only country
in  which the rate is  expected to  slow down to  an appreciable extent:  herc
labour rersources will  fail  to  expand and the improvement in  product per
person employed is  expected to  lose momentun.
The growth rate  per person enployed and the growth rate  per inhabitant
are two indicators  often used in  assessing the performance of  a national
econorny. It  would seem that  both will  tend to  remain at  their  present
l-evels, a.Lthough they rnay gather a littLe  nonentun in  Luxenbourg and lose a
little  in  Germany,II-10
Horever, the growth rate  per person enployed wiII  remain higher
than the growth rate  per inhabitant  in  all  the EEC couatries except
Belgiun and ftaly.  This disparity  is  accounted for  by the fact  that
the ratio  of  sorking population to  total  population is  falling'
g.  The outlook by nain sector,  (agriculture,  industry,  services)
assessed on the basis of  the central  assurnptions  and developnents ln
the najor categories of  denandr points to  sustained expansion of
industrj-al  production, a nore noderate expansion of  the production of
services, and maintenance of  the sloser rates of  expansion that  have
characterj-zed  agricultural  productiorr. (f )
AFriculture
lO.  For the agricultural  sector,  the progress of  added value would be
about 2% GL wiLl  lie  between 2.9% for  Ita1y and 1.0% for  Luxenbourg).
The share of  this  sector in  gross donestic product would.,fallr  for  the
EEC as a whole, fron  ?.8% in  L955 to  sone 6.ft  td  :-g?o\11.
Table 5
Trends in aFriculture
Percentage annual growth rates
Couatry Value added Enployment Value added per
peraon enployed
L965/60 Lg?o/65 L965/60 L9?o/55 L965/60 L9?o/65
Gernany
Francc
ItaIy
Netherlands
Belgiun
Luxenbourg
r.1
o.9
2.6
-o.4 o.l
o.g
L.7
2.9
2.2
?.2
1.o
-3.9
-3.t
-3.3
-3.7
-4.1
'3.1
-1.7
-3.O
-2.7
'3.I
'3.L
5.2
4.5
5.1
t.3
4.4
4.o
tr,4
5.o
5.o
5.7
4.I
EEC L.3 -1.4 5.L
(1)  In  the case of  the Gernan projections it  has not been possible to
break dorn overall  growth between the three nain sectors.
(e)  The figures relating  to agriculture  nu6t be interpreted sith  caution.
Rates of  change i-n agricuftural  added value can vary very widely
according to  the base year cbosen, as agricultural  productiou itself
f,luctuates widely fron year to  year.II  -II
There are good prospects of inprovenent  1-n Ene yields of the
varj.ous agrlcultural products, but these improvenents rill  depend to
a large extent on the changes nade in agricultural structures.
The tendency for  the agricultural  population to shrink,  shich ie
bound up rith  these changes, is  likely  to continue in  the future  at  the
rate of  about 1% per year in  all  the nember countriee.  If  this
prediction proves correctr  the share of  the working population
employed in  agriculture  will  fall  fron  15.9% tt  ]-965 to  13.296 in  197O
for  the EEC as a whole (the national  percentages noy lic  betreen 59d
j.n Belgiun and 25% Ln ltaly).
Influenced both by inproved farn yields  and the decl-ine of  tbe
agricultural  population, the product per person enployed in  agriculture
should contj.nue to advance at  an appreciably higher rate  than in  the
other sectors of the cconomy (between 4 and 5% accord.ing to  country).
Mod,ernization  neasures, rhich  acconpanJr this  trend tend to prepare
living  conditions on the land for  full  integration  in  the econony aa a
whole.At- the sane tine  these neasurea  make it  easier to rise  the
personal, incones of  those engaged in  farning,  and this  should neau a
rapid i.r:rcrease in  their  purchases of nanufacturee aad scrvices.
Ther trend towards an improved equilibriun  in  agriculture  thus
depends to a large extent on grorth  prospects in  the other sectors of
the ecorrony and especially on the acope for  creating ner jobs there
for  the torkers who hold lor  productivity  jobs in  certain  branches of
agricult;ure,
IndustrJ'
11.  For industry,  growth would continue at  an overall  rate  of  about
5.5% pet yeari  the rates assumed for  the various countries lie  i-n the
main bet;ween 4.5 and 6#, tut  rtaly  expects a higher rate  of  grorth  (ZU)
whereas Luxembourg,  faced wj-th diversificatlon  problens, expects a
lower rate  (3.6%).TT-12
Trends in induetgl
Percentage annual growth rates
Country Value added fuploynent Val-ue added per person
enployed
t965/60 L97o/65 t965/50 L97o/55 1955/60 L97o/65
Gernany
France
Italy
Netherlands
Belgiun
Luxembourg
5.5
5.L
5.,
A1
5.1
3.2
5.2
7.O
5.o
4.4
3.6
1.O
1.6
L.7
2.O
L.2
1.5
0.9
2.2
L.3
o.3
1.0
\'.!rtrt +-3(r)
4.7  4.2
4.r  4.6
5.9  4.r
r.7  2.7
EEC 5.5 r.4 4.1
(1)  For France, the disparity  that  appears between the two five-year
periods in  the development of  added value per person enployed is
Iargely  due to vari.ations in  the length of  the working weekl the
growth rates of  value added per hour worked are roughly the sane
for  the two five-year  periods.
Growth on this  scale presupposes an additional  denand for  labour of
about L 55O 000 persons in  five  years and an annual growth of  output per
person employed of  about 4.7rbt which ls  also close to the growth rates
recorded since 1955.
Services
12.  Services forn a very heterogeneous  sector for  which it  is  particularly
difficult  -  nainly  for  technical reasons -  to interpret  the combined
projections nevertheless  the infornati-on that  caa be glven in  this  connectlont
however vague, is  inportant because of  the place the servicea sector holds
in  tbe economies of  the Connunlty -  39% to 52% of  the gross domestic
product in  195O according to  country -  and of  the growing role  of  this
sector in  their  expansion.rr-lf
Table 7
Trends in  services
A. Including services supplied by public authorities
Percentage  annual growth rates
Country Value added Employment
rYo>/ ov 1970/65 L965/60 197o/65
Germany
Irance(1)
Italy
Netherlands
Belgiurn
Luxembourg
A\
4.5
+.7
l^ +.2
4.5
2.9
l*. ,*
zR
3.4
3.9
zn
L.7
1.O
2.7
2.+
L.o
1.4
Jz
1.5
L.7
1.4
1.0
n lrrr 4.) rR
B.  ExcLudj.ng services suppLied by public authorities
Gernany
France
ItaIy
Netherlands
Belgium
Luxembourg
4.4
5.o
4.8
+.r
3.2
+.g
J.9
1.8
zq
t.4
1.2
r.o
t.2
2.8
1.8
1.4
rlg
L.5
f.9
L.3
1.O
EEC 4.8 r.9
(1)  The tr'rench figures
excl-udeil , the rate
1970/65 (t.8%).
incl-ude national  servicemen.
of  growth of  employment is  the
If  this  iten  is
same for  t965/5o andTI-14
The progress nade by this  sector (value added) wouLd be between
J and 4.5% 3.4-4.8% excluding services supplied by the public
authorities).  In nost of  the countries the sector would, according
to  the projections given,  show a slight  loss of nomentum and would be
losing ground to industry.  This change of  trend is  to be accounted
for  by the slowdown in  progress expected for  expenditure by private
consuners, the nain customer for  services.  0n the other hand, employ-
rnent will  contiuue to  expand nore rapidly  in  services than in  industry;
the additional  demand for  about 2 million  persons expected between nor
ancl 1970 woul-d conespond to  an annual growth rate of  the order of  I.3%
for  the EEC as a whole.
DEVELOPMENT OF DIX"IAND
J-7.  Whether the prospects for  the three nain econonic sectors set out
here rill  be translated into  reality  depends mainly on the conditions in
which demand expands.  A11 menber countries expect it  to gror steadilyt
wj-th substaatial  changes in  its  general make-up.  Before exanining the
prospects in  this  respect, it  would however be useful to  state clearly
the nature of  the choices they entail.
Overall denand nust be divided anong the various utilisations  of
overall  product in  such a Yay that  each of  then plays its  specific  role
in  a balanced growth.  The choices deternining this  breakdown  depend
both on the behaviour of  individuals  and on the policies  foLlowed.
The projections nustl  theu, endeavour to anticipate  both these factors
on the basis of infornatiou  available.
A first  fundamental choice concerns the relation  to  be established
between consunption  and iavestment in  the allocation  of  resources.
The Level of  investment, by deternining the rate at  which the econony
rill  develop, i-s decisive for  the future  trend of  consunpti.on.  Thus
the breakdown betreen coneunption and investnent affects  to a great
extent the ratio  betreen consunption today and possible consurption
tonorror.rr-15
The dependence of  econonic grorth  on investment varies,  howevern
with the type of  investnent.  The relatively  diffuse  inpact of  public
inveotnent is  not always felt  directly  or rapidly:  it  is  difficult
to  express in  quantitative  terns the value of  services rendered by the
construction of  schools or roads, although their  usefulness is  undeniable.
But industrial  investment affects  production -  and this  is  why it  is  aaid
to be "directly  productivert.  Accordingly,  over a period of  five  year6t
the level  of  such investnent nust be fixed  in  close relation  with  the
growth rate contemplated.  Although less close,  the relationship  betreea
this  public infrastructure  and growth is  no lese important, and it  raises
the problem of  balanced developnent  between public investnent  and
industriaL investment, balancing its  expansi-on against that  of  rtproductivetl
investment.
The choice between private  coasunption  and collective  utllization  of
the national product is  another inportant  option:  the developnent of
living  standards  depends not only on the purchases  nade by indivlduals
for  their  individ.ual needs but also on the d.lsbursenents of  the public
authoritles  to cover collective  neede, such ae education, health or roads.
The 'studies of  future  denand in  the nember countries involve nore
or less explicitJ.y sone indication  of  how these nain choices nay be
decided in  the next few years -  the value of  the guldance depending  on
rhether the studies include economic pollcy  objectives or not.
These choices are to a certain  extent interdependent;  but tro
closer relationships,  playing a vital  role  in  the proJectlons by
restricting  the area of  choice, require special enphas3-s.  The first,
already nentioned, concerns directly  productive investnent,  the rate  of
expansion of  which is  closely tied  to  the rate of  overall  grorth  chosen.
The second concerng external trade:  since the progresa of  importe is
also fairly  closely linked rith  that  of  the nationalII-16
product, external equilibriun rill  be possible only if  exports develop
by and large on the sane lines as inports.
Directly productive investnent and exports are thus the tso types
of utilization  nost closely dependent on production growth rates.  ft
will  therefore be appropriate to approach the exaninatlon of denand
prospects fron this angle.
Directly  productive investment
14.  To ensure the nodernization and to naintain  the competitivenese
of  the EEC econonies, directly  productive investnent should in  the
comiirg years increase at a rate  higher than that  at  which gros6 domestic
product increases.  The annual growth rates contenplated for,,the period
ending Ln L97O generally lj.a  somerhere betseen ].8  and J.8%"/,  and thie
rill  nean an lacrease in  the share of  domestic product devoted to
investnent.
Tab1e 8
Trend of directly producttve investnent
Country Percentage of total  flxed
investnent
Percentage  of  annual growth
rates
l-960 l-965 rg70 1955/60 L97o/55
Germany
France
ItaIy
Netherlands
Belgiun
Luxembourg
62.L
6l.s
65.L
64.6
50.9
59.6
62.5
58.6
58.6
63.3
5r.l
6t.3
50. o
64.6
60.z
5L.t
7.4
6.7
-o.5
o.)
4.4
3.8
5.8
12.2
5.7
4.0
EEC 58.2 56.1 ,8.5 5.8 5.l-
(f)  ftalyrs  rate  is  appreciably higher because of  the very low starting
point in  1965, itself  due to  the econonic situation  in  that  year.
The average annual growth rate  for  the whole of  the period 1960-70
would be J.6%.II-17
Exports
).5,  Avai.Iable flgures on exnorts of  goor'le and eervlces are stilI  far  from
adequate; there is  every reason to  expect that  inports  will  continue to  grow
appreciablll more rapidly  than donestic product;  this  will  probably
apply not only to intra-Community  trade -  under the inpact of  inter-
gration -  but also to trade with non-nenber countries.  Consequentlyt
the establ-:Lshment of  equilibriun  in  the balance of  payments and the
attempt to build  up a surplus fron which to  finance developnent aid will
mean that  r?xports nust be expanded at  least  as rapidly  as inports.  It
is,  however, clear that  the actual export trend depends on a conplex of
external and internal  factors to which special attentlon  nust be gi-ven.
In  particu.Lar the outlook for  the developnent of  external denand -
which has '5een taken into  account in  the cases of  only two countries
(France an<l the Netherlands) -  calls  for  more detailed exanination.
Public conrrurnption and public investnent
16.  Expenditure  on the provJ-sion of  what le  requirect by the community is  a
variable whoIly and directly  deternined by the publlc authorltles.
The scal-e ()f collective  requirements to be net -  the roads, educationt
heal-th cdrr-. EIld much else -  reguires a najor  effort  fron the nenber
countries.  The total  of public investnent ought to  expand at  a rate
twice as h:lgh as that at  which gross donestic product expands sone
(T to IOI p,er year for  nost Comnroitlcountries,  a little  less for
Germany, a.ppreciably more for  ltaly"').  Estimates concerning public
consunptioio -  which include defence expendlture -  point  (at  corstant
prices)  to nore noilerate rates,  in  respect of  whi-ch it  shoul-d however
be noted that,  for  techni-ca1 reasons\4'', they underestlmate the actual
trends at 'rariable prices.
(I)  The pierticularly  high rate of  expansion chosen for  ftaly  is  due to
the l,cw level  of public investnent in  the base year L965.  The
averatge annual rate  for  the period 1950-70 as a whole -  about 10%
-  is  rnuch nearer that of  other countries.
(2)  More bhan half  of public consumption is  accounted for  by govern-
ment employeesr salarieE: in  the series at  constant priceg these
are generally calculated net of variatlons  in  ratee of  individuaf
renunerationr 6ave for  Belgium, uhere the evaluation takes account
of  in,creases other than those resulting  fron the upward novement
in  the cost-of-living  1ndex.
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Table 9
Public consunption  and investment
Public consumPtion Public investment
Country As percentage  Percentage annual Percentage  Percentage  annual
of  GDP growth rates of  GDP growth rates
Gernauy
Franc  e
Italy
Netherlands
Belgiun
Luxenbourg
14. )
12.8
14. 5
13.7
L2.6
10.2
6.6
zR
,.Q
3.4
5.I
2.2
3.I
4.5
5.2
J.L
).o
2.7
7.4
2.r
2.1
4.I
2.2
4.9
Lo.t
J-a  o v
rR
?.8 na
5.'
8.2
18.4
9.8
,:,
EEC Lt.5 5.2 4.o 2.5 8.9 8.5
Public consunption  and investnent, which at  1960 prices accounted for
some 15% of  the gross donestic product of  the community  in  L95or and sone
L% in  1965, would account for  about I7'5% Ln I9?O'  This trend would be
even more pronounced if  prlce variationG  were taken into  account'
The national projections thus denonstrate the need to  devote a growing
share of  real  resources to  collecti-ve requirements, while the share devoted
todirectlyproductiveinvestmentisnaintainedorevenincreased.
Residential construction
17.  The share
between 4 and
appreciablY in
of residential  construction in  the domestic product lies
6%.  The growth of  this  iten  is  expected to  slow down
most nember countries.
'r.r - 1g
Tablc 10
Residential construction
Country Nunber
( 
' oo0)
1950
In  Percentage
nillions  of  annual
units  of(r\  growth rates
account
rg60
As percentaFe
of GDP  of  total
fixed
investment
rgSo rg60 55/50 ?o/55 L955 r9?o L965 L970
Germany
France
Italy
Netherlands
Belgiun
Luxenbourg
55L
3L7
tLt
8:
52
1
74\
8lz
?7'
480
587
20
4.9
10.8
6.2
7.7
''-t
1.O
2.7
1.4
6.?
t:t
z
2
I
5.8 5.L 5.2 5.2
5.9 4.9
4.9 5.3
':' 
u:t
2r.5 19.1
28.6 25.2
tL.z  20.7
18.5 18.2 ,2.o 22.'
EEC 1- 3L9 9 466 7.o 2.1 5.6 5.r 24.2 20.8
(1)  Nunber of  dweLlings conpleted.  Source:  General
1954, No.I,  TabLe j?.  However, the Belgian and in  this  table have been sorrected. (2)  See foot;note (1) on page 8.
Statistical  Bulletin,
ftalian  figures given
This table shows considerable differences fron country to  country,
largely  erccounted for  by the wj.de differences in  available housing.
The situertion is  reratively  favourabre in  Gernany and in  Belgiun;  in
both theele countriea auccessful housing drives in  the past rnean that
between nor and t97o a slow rate of increase ia  residential  construction
will  be acceptable.
The housing positJ-on is  less favourable  in  France and in  rtaIy.
fn the Nertherl-ands there is  a shortage which will  persiet,  at  leaet for
a fer  nore years.  There a.re severar reasone for  the slowdorn in
residenti.al constructioa(it  ls  likely  to vary in  i.atensity anong the
three courntries) which these countries expect to occur betreen t;6e L1SO/
5J periodf and' t96J/7o.  rn the first  place the volume trends do not
arways terke into  account inprovements planned by these countries for
the avereLge quarity and the size of dwellings buitt(l).  Moreover,  the
present l.evels of buiLding acti.vity  are already costing a substantial
effort  j-rr terms of  labour and financing,  after  the rapid rate  of  pragress
recorded since 1950,  The housing effort  i.s seen to be all  the more
important; if  the resources devoted to collective  requirenents are also
borne in  mind:  the two types of  demand conpete directry  on the con-
structlon narket, both for  labour and for  finance.
(1) Ihese factors also hanper country-to-country  cornparison.II-20
Private consunption
18.  In  the last  resort  private  consrunption is  the field  rhere,  in
nost nember countries,  the greater part of  the adjustments  necessary
for  the attainnent of  balanced econonic growth will  have to be nade.
In  the last  five  Jrearo private  eonsunption has ri-sen  nuch
faster  than gross donestic product, its  relative  share  having
advanced in  all  nember countries save Belgiun by t  to  71(l rast  year
it  etood at  56 to  6% in  the various countries.  The national
projections foresee a reduction of  these percentages to  levels  generally
lying  somewhere between those of  i-965 and those of  1t5O.  Belgiun is  a
epecial caser because of  the relatively  high level  of  private  consunption
in  the base year (nearly ?@6 ot  the GDP in  195O -  far  and away the
highest percentage in  the Six);  the relatively  low rate  of  overall
grovth recorded ln  this  country up to  195O was acconpanied  by noderate
investnent, and this  left  a larger  share of  the GDP available  for
private  consunpti.on.  The econony has tended to recover since 1951 and
there has been a corresponding  decline in  the share of private
consuuption  -  a trend nhich is  expected to  continue until  L97O,
Tablc 11
Private consumption
Percentage  annual growth rates As percentage of  GDP
Country OveralL Per inhabitant
L965/6o L9?o/65 L965/60 L97o/65 L96o t965  r9?o
Gernany
France
ItaIy
Netherlands
Belgiun
Luxenbourg
5.4
5.2
5.?
6.2
3.8
t.5
7.5
4.5
4.?
4.o
3.7
3.2
4.1
7.8
5.Q
4.?
7.o
2.4
2.9
1.5
4.o
2.5
3.L
2.4
55.9  56.6  56.4 6r.5  5i.L  63.9
6t.6  8.4  62.5
5?.2  6]-.1  59.4 69.t  65.?  65.6
57.7  59.5  59.t
5.3 4.1 4.2 7.3 6o.8 5r.g  61.2u-21
Despite the slordoln expected, the advance of  private  consunption
is  likely  to renain very substantial:  overall  private  consunption  will
increase a,t annual rates of J.2 to 4.fi  a yeat (conpared with J.5 to
6.216 between 195O and 1965) and consumption per inhabitant  at  rates of
2.4 to 4.cW per year (conpared with 2.4 to  5% between 195o and 1955).
If  these sates were naintained after  I97O'- they would enable the level
of  consunption per inhabitant to  be doubled in  20 year6.  lhe coning
generation would thus enjoy a level  of  consunption  double that  enjoyed
at  present;.
Thus the slowdown expected in  no ray inplies  that  private  con-
sunption j.s to be sacrificed.  In  so far  as the loss of  monentun
benefits j-nvestment, which enables subsequent growth rates to  be sus-
tained, il;  reflects  the search for  a better  balance in  the allocation
of  resources  between innediate consunption  and the prospects of  future
consunption.
In  so far  as the lose of  monentun ln  pri-vate consunption  benefits
collectivr;  utilization  of  resources, it  is  a response to  the search for
a better  balance between the various factors shich go to nake up the
etandard of  living  of  the individual  citizen:  this  standard of  living
is  detern:Lned not only by private  consunption  of  goods and servi-ces but
also by the benefits derived fron the various collective  services to
shich pub.lic inveEtnent and a part of  publlc  consunption  contribute.
The shift  shown by the proJections in  the relative  weight attaching to
private  consumption and collective  utilization  is  accounted for  by
the growlng role  of collective  services in  the developnent of  industrial
natj-ons.  This shift  therefore in  no Yay implies a slowdown in  the
improvement of  the standard of  llving  in  the Connunity.
GROWTH  AND THE DANGER OF STRAIN
19.  If  tlhe prospecte for  growtb outlined above are to be reaLized,  a
nunber of  conditions nust be fulfilled,  and this  nust be renernbered in
any interpretation  of  the projections.TT-22
On the productlon aLdc, the trend of  labour re6ource6 cannot be
substantLally  chaaged.  Consequentlyt  problems arise  chiefly  in
connectlon rith  the neans of  putting  through the planned improvements
in  overall  productlvity,  rhich  depends on a conplex of  factors  ranging
fron lnveetment, technical progresa and trainingr  to the nobility  of
the factore of  production.  The nain problen here is  hor to  establish
thc conbinatj-on betreen narket forces and action by the public
authorltiee  rhich riII  serve best to ralse  the yield  of  the various
supply factors  and to adapt then to  the denand pattern.
The developneat of  d.enand in  terne of  volune ae glven in  the
proJections le  related,  by definition,  to that  of  supply.  But the
real  problen is  hos this  relation  rill  ln  fact  be establiehed' rhat
reeult  rill  energe fron the play of  the varioue transactors:  the
developnenta that  sill  occur night  involve the threat  of  certain  strains
rhich  could neaa that  the proJection did not sork out in  practice.  The
scale aad nature of  these hazards depends, anong other things,  on the way
the overall  level  and the structure  of  denand in  nonetary terns develops.
As far  as developnents in  investnent by enterprises  arc concerned
tro  problems are to be faced:  that  of  investnent incentives and' even
nore inportant,  of  financing.  It  sill  be necesgary to deternine rhat
overall  volune of  eaving ie  required aadt in  additionr  to  ensure the
balanced developneat of  the various sources of  fj.nanclng (self-flnancingt
capital  narkets, public fuade), to reach a eatisfactory  distribution  of
resourcee betreen the various requirenents and to  enaure the machinery
for  providing fLnance keepo abreast of  developnents.
The proJections ehov that  the growth of  the share of, personal
consunption in  groas d.onestic product cannot contlnue lndefinitely  rithout
jeopardizing the very fouadations of  future  grorth and equillbriun;  thc
curbing of  pereonal consumptlon  contenplated in  noet nenber countries rill
entail  either  a sharp increaae in  the propensity to  save of  householde or
neasures to  control  the progresa of  personal lncones, or a conbination of
the tro.IT-2t
The trr:nd of  dernand fron the publlc authorities  also raises  an
important problen.  The authorities  will  tend to  takc a growing
share of  national resources to  ensure an appropriate expansion of  collective
services.  If  the likelihood  of  heavier transfer  expenditure is  also taken
into  accounl;, there is  the danger that  the expansion of  public  expenditure
as a whole nay be steeper than the nornal growth of  revenue, and ao prove
very difficrrlt  to  finance.
Firms, households  and the public authorities  may thus, by their
behaviour,  weaken or strengthen the chances of  developnents  conforming with
the projectj.ons.  Their be.haviour  can engender threats of nore or less
aevere pres€rurea, which nust be viewed against the background of  the balances
that  dominat;e economl-c U-fe:  the balance of  the ntarkets for  goods and
6ervj.ces, berLance in  saving and investment and the external balance.
20.  0n the goods and services markete, the main threat  of  strain  could
sten from audue expansion in  ccrtaln  componentg of  doneetlc denandt
eopecially private consumption.  Undue expansion here would very probably
be accompani.ed by a rj.se in  costs;  given the high levels  of  enplotrrment
and the lnsurfficlent  flexibility  of  the supply of  manpower, the sharpest
rise  would tre in  wage costs.
The courntry projections therefore entail  -  in  varying degrees according
to country -'the  threat of higher prices.  The assumptionSon volune growth
for  the comi.ng years are often,  with only slight  variations,  the extension
of  trends ob,served. since 1950.  A feature of  these trends has been the
fact  that  de'mand has expanded appreciably more rapidly  than real  resources,
bringing with it  price lncreasest nany of  then sharp.  The past trend of
the index of  prices for  gross domestic product and of  that  for  addcd
value by industry bear witness to this  fact.  The GDP price index, however,
which includes a wide range of  items some of  which are of  an arbitary
character (e.g.  the ttpricesrr of  servi.ces provided by public authorities),
l-e  not a fully  satisfactory  criterion  by which to assess whether the
stability  of prices has been ensured on .the markets.  The index of
industrial  p'roducer prices (value added) is  nore appropriate  from this  poj.nt
of view.  lliith variations  less pronounced than in  the GDP price lndex,  lt
suggests comparable conclusi-ons.II-2+
Table 12
Price trends in  the EEC countries,  the USA and the UK
Annual growth rates
Gerrnany France ltaly  Neths. Belgium Luxembourg US  UK
A. GDP price index
t955-r960
1958-r952
1960-1964
2.6
,.4
3.7
4.1
4.4
L.5
2.5
5.8
2"8
2.4
4.5
2.r
1.5
2.L
2.8
1.4
Lrt
7.7
2.I
B. Industrial price
index
1958-r962
rg60-r964
2.7
2.9
1.4
,.1
o.5
4.6
0.8
2.2 2.4
I"2
o.l_
2.2
2.3
Sourc es:
A : EEC :  SOEC General Statistical  BulletJ-n, l-965t No. 11 (COp at market prices)
USA : Survey of Current Business, August 1955, pp.52-57 (COp at narket prices)
UK :  OECD, General statlstics  (Rationat accounts)
(implictt index of the GDP at factor cost).
B :  Quarterly Surveys of  the Economic Situation  in  the Community
(implicit  index of value added).
These figures  show a more pronounced upward price  movement over the long
term in  the Community countries than in  the United States.  The breakdown
of  the overall  trend into  sub-perlods also shows that  from about 1960 onwards
the upward movement gathered  momentum in  the Comnrunity whereas it  slowed down
in  the United States.
The way demand and prices are developing is  also liable  to place a
strain  on the balance between savings and investment.  This balance would be
threatened if  the advance of  private  spending -  perhaps also stimulated by
the upward price rnovemant -  tended to depress savings by households  to
unduly low levels,  or if  savi-nga  by enterprises were to  suffer  from the
narrowing of profit  margins.tT-2'
LastIy,  external equilibrium is  closely linked with  factor6  such a,s
equili-brium on the internal  markets for  goods and services:  not only do cost
and price variations  affect  the competitive position  of  enterprises,  but
even where no such variations  take pl-ace, excessive domestic demand cou.Ld
swell imports and divert  ne::chandise  intended for  export on to  the domerstic
market, thus causing an external deficit.  This is  in  fact  what happened
j-n most llEC countries between 1950 and. 1965, despite an inprovenent in  :1955
due to the stabilization  drive.
Table 1]
Visible  trade balance
(in  tOo0 n.  ror.e a,t cument exchange rates (1))
Country 1g50 L96t L962 L963 1954 L965
Germany
Franc e
Italy
Netherlands
BLEII
+
+
+ + + +
+
+
+
L.3r
o.59
r. 08
o.50
o.18
r.74
o.55
r.o,
o.80
O.3O
0.98
0.15
1.40
o.77
o.24
1. 50
o.54
?.51
1.01
0.28
1.50
1.08
1.28
L.25
o.t2
o.1o
o.2g
0.15( 2)
L.O7
o.08
EEC + o.14 + O.15 - r.5g - 2.86 - 2.13 - I.I4
Source:  SOE,C: General Statistical  Bulletin  1!55,
fmports, cif;  exports, fob.
(1)  See footnote to page 8.
Q)  Estimat,e.
No. I,  Table f8
The problen of a lasting  reconciliation
wllL renain persistent  it  cannot be solved
under control in  the Conmunity countrles.
of  growth with external equilibriurn
unl-ees the price  trend is  brought.11 -  ZO
2l-.  It  is  thus cfear that  monetary demand must be kept down to  leve1s
compatible wi-th price  stability  if  the projections are in  fact  to work out:
the stability  of  the general price  Ieve1 is  a basic condi-tion not only for
the competitiveness of  EEC firms  on external markets but also for  the
development of  private  saving.  The importance of  pri-ce stability  will  be
seen to be even greater if  it  is  remembered that  abnornal price  i-ncreases
also distort  the distribution  of  incomes and of  production factors  among
the economic sectors, and create disequilibria  in  the process of inte-
grating the economies of  the member countries.
22.  Shou1d the assumptions on grolrth prove incompatible with overall  price
stability  and external payments equilibrium,  those in  charge of  policy  would
be faced with difflcult  choices.  It  would be better  by far  to  safe -
guard the continuity  of  growth by precautiqrary -  but progressiv€ -  lne€Lsur€s
affecting  demand and supply, than to gain a few additionaL points in  growth
rates during a year and then to  have to bring  expanslon practically  to  a
standstill  by measures 1iable to  hamper the economy for  a long time.
However, although there is  no guarantee that  the assumptions on growth
will  prove to  be compatible with the equilibrium aimed at,  it  ls  quite
possible that  they may, for  the rates are generally reasonabl-e.  It  wi-11'
however, be possible to  achieve them without undue strain  only if  the policies
described below are implenerlted in  good time.
Nor will  it  be enough for  these polici-es, which should create the
conditions for  the most rapid growth compatible with monetary stability
and external equilibriurn,  to aim at  overall  objectives al-one, for  econonlc
growth can be regarded as optinum growth only ifr  at  the same timer some
degree of  harmony is  achieved in  the relative  development of  the different
social groups, if  the gap between the Ievel  of  development in  the various
areas naking up the territory  of  each Menber State is  narrowed and if  the gap
between average standards of  living  throughout the Comrnunity is  thus reduced.III-I
CHAPTER  TIT
CUTDE IINES oF MEDIUM-TERM ECoNot,{Ic
POLICY FOR THE NEKT FEUI YEARSIII-2
1.  The preceding chapter reviewed the conditions which nust exist  if  balanced
growth is  to be possible in  the next fev years.  This first  progranme cloes not
cLaim to answer all  the concrete questlons of  econonic policy  involved; but it
does attenpt to deternine the nain lines vhich nust be followed in the varlous
sectors of econonic pol.icy.
li{hereas short-tern econonic policy  is  nalnly  concerned. with the trencl of
d.emand-,  ned.iun-term economic policy nust teke supply in account as rellr  and
this  chapter therefore d.eals with the problens of  supply before turning to
consid.er the trend of overaLf denand. The projections suggest that nediun-term
econonic growth is  unlikely  to be held back by the slack development of overall
denand, whereas it  could well suffer  from the limited  possibilities  for
increasing supply.  Stepa to increase supply are consequently  of particular
J.nportance, all  the nore since its  expansion will  be a ilecj.sive factor in  the
inprovement of general living  standards. Those in  charge of  econornic policy mustt
then, endeevour in the coning five  years to  see that the conditions for  the
quantitative anal qualitative  inprovenent  of production factors and for  an
irrprovenent in  their  nobility  are fulfilletl.  It  will  also be iriportant -  and in
line  with the requirenents of  international  trade -  to pronote the necessary
structural  changes. Particular  attention nust be given in  this  context to
regional policy and to  incomes policy  so that the less developed regi.ons of the
Conmunity share fu11y in  the expansion of productionr that the gap between
average incomes in  the various regions rnay be narrowecl and that the pattern of
incornes nay develop in  such a way as not to hanper the expansion of  supply.
The nost difficult  problems for  economic poli.cy in  the next few yearsr will
spri.ng fron the risk  o{' strain  between denand and supply and fron the consequent
threat to stable prices.  Here again a rapidr  steady and balanced expansion of
supply is  of inportanee.  But the extent to which strein  can be reduced in  this
ray shoukl not be overeetlnatod. An adtlitional acceLeration of the growth of
prod,uction is  d.ifficult  to achieve.  Moreover, efforts  to step up supply
by nore intenslve use of the factors of produotlon by ad.d.ltional
invegtment or an lncteage in  the total  nunber of hours worked. necessarily
lnvolve the dletrl.bution of ad.d.Ltional lnoonee, and in  so far  as these
lnoones are used for  the acquleitlon of goorls and servlces there is  of
course a correspontling increase in  denand. ften  if  production 1s inprovedIIT-'
through rertionalization without the comnitment of  additional  production
factors,  t;he danger remains that  in  present conditions they rnay be offset,
and often more than offset,  by the increase in  money incomes and demand.
Accordingly, the problen of  strain  must be tackled by dealing with
demand as wel-l.  The fact  that  the risk  of  strain  will  persist  through-
out the perriod covered by the programme indicates the nature of  the
instrument;s to be used.  The rnain fields  concerned are public  finance
policy,  irrcluding tax policy,  nonetary and credit  policy  and incomes
policy.  But it  must be remembered that a permanently restrictive  approach
to public expenditure would hanper the effort  being nade to  satiefy  growing
needs of  the Community. For exanple, insufficient  public  expenditure  on
education, transport etc.,  would undoubtedly hamper general economic growth;
where nec€)ssary, therefore,  the authorities  must conslder the possibility
of  easing the strairs that  occur by raising  additional  taxation.  In  longer-
term policy  on money and credit,  too,  with its  special importance for
investment,, a one-sidedly restrictive  bias should be avoided., as for  this
would lead. to a serious danger of  recession.
The lrursuit of  stability  requires that  an incomes policy  should be
appli-ed in. support of a jud5-ci.ous  selection of neasures i.n the financial ,
monetary and credit  fields.  An incones poricy is  needed not only to
ensure a satj-sfactory distributj-on  of  the fruj.ts  of  economic expansion but
also to  enable the increase 1n private  expenditure and the devel-opnent of
wage€t and prices to be left  within  reasonable bounds.  It  should help to
prevent strain  leading to cost and price increases which could danage the
international  conpetitiveness and the econonic growth of  the Connunity.
The fj.nancial,  monetary, credit  and incones poricieE of  the pubric
authorities,  should accordingly be used in  combination  to keep the nediun-
tern growth of  the various expendlture  and income categories in  line  with
real  econonLc reeources.  At the same tine,  lt  remains a matter of  great
inportance that  extreme fluctuations  in  the level  of  buslness activity
shoul-d be prevented, were it  only because in  the long run they would harn
the growth process.III-4
The complex of  policies  designed to  ensure balanced growth of  the
economy should gain in  effectiveness  if  based on an internally  consistent
overall  approach to medium-term development prospects.  But a correct
overal]  picture  of  the situation  wil-I not in  i-tself  suffice  to  ensure
success for  the medium-terrn economic policy:  past experience  has made it
increasingly clear that  the scope of  existing  economic policy  instruments
is  reratively  narrow.  rn the years, therefore,  ways and means must be
sought to  extend and inprove then.
In  the assessment  and use to  be made of  the p;uidelines set out in  the
following  paragraphs, lt  will  be important to  bear in  mind that  their  aim
is  to  provide an answer to  the requirements of medium-term economic policy
and that  they form a coherent whol-e.  It  woul-d be a mistake to  consider
individual  guidelines out of  context, or to rely  on them in  order to  push
through claims incompatible  with the objectives of  the mediurn-term  economic
policy.
2.  The general guidelines to be studied and worked. out in  the various
fields  of  importance for  medium-term economic policy  must be extended to
include the social objectives pursued by the Member States and the Conrnunity
institutionsl  what is  socially  desirable may be l-imited, in  practice,  by
what is  economically possible;  conversefy, social  policy  exerts an
appreciable impact on econonic activj.ty.  The interdependence of  these two
factors means that  economic  developnent and social  progress must go hand
in  hand.  Al-though, in  the establishment of  this  first  programme, it  has
not been possible to take into  account a1t broad social  consideratlons,
the respective nerits  of  differing  objectLves were borne in  mind.  For
examplet the primacy of  the social- objective had to be recognized in  respect
of  the age of  admj-ssion to work and of  retirement.  fn the 6arne way, if  the
guidelines are to be real-istj-c,  economic and social  requirements must each
be given their  due in  policy  on incomes and on the length of  the working
week.  Lastlyr  the consonance of  social  and economic  neede in  the field
of  education and training  is  obvious.  But the study of  the problens posed
by the quest for  a satisfactory  balance witl  be pursued under future  programmes,
and in  particular  will  be widened to cover all  fundamental aspects of  social
policy  in  the Member States and at  Community level.rrr-5
POIICIES DET;IGNED TO STEP UP SUPPLY
,.  The par.agraphs below describe the policy  which the Mernber States and
the Communit;y institutions  should folLow in  order to increase the avail-
ability  of production factors and to  encourage their  optimum allocationt
thus permitt;ing  optimum productivity  improvements. This policy  consiste
of a cornplex of measures which, though they affect  separate areas of  econonic
policy,  must compfement each other.  They concern employment and trainin,gt
pubJ-ic and private  investment and scientific  and technical  researeh, the
removal- of difficul-ties  that  hamper the division  of  labour in  the Community
as a result  of disparities  in  lega1 and tax provisionsl  there are also
measures to  ensure workable competition, to  encourage the creation of  enter-
prises of  tLre right  size and to  create balanced structures for  industries  and
for  the regi.ons.
Manpower poLllgg
4.  The con:ditions governing overa}l  economic growth and the prompt sat-
isfaction  of  individuaL and social  needs wil-l- be nore di-fficult  to  fuIfil
in  the cornin,g five  years than in  the past because the supply of  available
manpower is  expected to remain scarce and the shortages affecting  a number
of  member countries threaten to  Erow more seri-ous.
The situation  may prove to be nost difficult  for  those countries whe:re,
as in  Germany, the labour shortage has in  recent years already been a major
obstacle to any more rapid and more balanced economic expansion, but in  the
other member countries, too,  the outlook is  such that  serious efforts  are-
increasingly necessary to  ensure a better  balance between the demand for  arnd
supply of  manpower.
Existing possibilities  of  expanding the supply of nanpower should be
used as fu1ly as consideration of  social  policy  a11ow.  ft  would not,
however, be advisabl-e to curtaj-l  the trend towards a higher rninimum school.-
leaving age on the grounds that  it  means a gradual ri.se in  the age at  which
young people start  work.  Moreover, it  seens unlikely  that  arrangements
which might be nade to keep older people at  work longer would have any great
effect.  An approach which is  likeIy  to be more fruitful-  i-s that  of
encouraging  women to  enter employment, for  exanple by the removal of  unduly
heavy obstacles in  the shape of  taxation or social  insurance rules  hampering
the employment of narried women. fn addition,  the supply of  labour can beIII-5
incluenced through policy  on emigration and immigration.  Herer the
firet  objective,  should be to  enaure the fullest  utilization  of  such
manpower reserves as are still  available in  the Conmunityt namely the
surpluses still  to be found in  ltaly.  In the second placer the five
Conmunity irnmigration countries which are in  need of  immigrants will
have in  the coming years to recruit  more and nore labour fron  non-
member countries.
It  nuet not be expected, howeverl that  the measures  recommended here
will  contribute to raising  appreciably the available manpower indicated
in  the original  projections.  Consequently,  efforte  should be made to
prevent the total  number of  hours worked from being subjected to  an
unduly rapid reduction in  the working week.  Since decisions on the
length of  the worklng week are primarily  a matter for  negotiatj-ons between
managements and workers, Governnents  should endeavour to  influence both
parties  by helping them to understand the impact of  their  decisions on the
growth and the equillbrium of  the economy as a whole.
The prognostications on the labour narket also indicate  that  efforts
will  be required to  ensure the best possible utilization  of available man-
power by adapting as fully  as possible the structure of  supply to  that of
demand.  One requirement is  that  young people should be given opport-
unities  for  vocational- training  that  will  enable the needs of  the economyt
and notably of  expanding industries,  to be met -  in  respect both of
numbers and of  quality.  Here it  must be remembered that  such training
cannot yield  ful1y  satisfactory  results  unLess it  has been preceded by
methodical vocational guidance.  Since the measures for  the developnent
and inprovement of  the vocational training  and gui-dance of  young persons
wiJ-l yield  fuII  results  only after  a nunber of  years, measures designed to
pronote the geographic and even more the professional mobility  of nanpower'
are nore likely  to produce rapid resul-ts, their  mean6, howeverr will  depend
on an increasingly vigorous expansion of  the administrative framework.  In
this  connection, vocational readaptation and further  training  are of
particular  importance; work in  this  field  must be stepped up if  in  the
medium tern a satisfactory  balance is  to be achieved on the Labour Markets of
the Member States.
Investment  policy
5.  In  technically  highly  developed econonies such as those of  the tr{ember
States, the possibilities  of  growth and the increases in  general economic
productlvity  depend decisively  on the sqal-e and the nature of  investment.
Thie will  apply more than ever in  the coning years, during which anIIT-7
appreciabl,: shortage of  labour must be expected in  most Member States.
Consequent.Ly, increased efforts  to rationalize  operations will  be required.
Where, as :Ln specific  areas of  Italy  and France, production factorsr  not-
ably manpowerr are still  not being fully  utilizedt  the problem is  to
mobilize tlirem through appropriate additional  investment ained at  the
establi-shment  of  improved regional equilibriun.
The pr:ojections of almost all  Menber States assume, thereforer  that
there will  be an increase in  the share of  fixed  investment in  the Sross
national product, whi-Ie in  all  without exception the share of  public
investnent is  to rise.  In  this  connection, two problems arise:
(i.)  fn the first  place, the need to  create conditions under which the
public authorities  and industry  can actually  make the necessary
invesilment ef f ort;
(ii)  Secondly, an increase in  the proportion of investnent in  the gross
national product will  require action to  reduce the proportion of  other
elenents.  This involves demand policy,  to be discussed below.
On thra first  polnt,  the authorities  responsible for  econonic policy
must take care to  see that  i-n the coming years sufficient  saving (in its
various fo:rms: personal saving, self-financing,  public  saving) is  sufficient
to meet thr: calls  of investment finance without nonetary stability  being
endangered. Another important condition is  that  a satisfactory  balance
should be achieved between public investment, residential  construction and
industrial  investment  and that  no one of  these items should run too far
ahead of  the others.
In a1.[ nember countries the tendency is  for  central  government invest-
ment and that of  the l-ocal authorities  to grow appreciably faster  than gross
nationaL p:roduct and industrj-al investment.  It  may prove impossible when
official  j-:rvestment programmes are confronted with real  overal-l economic
resources, to put in  hand all  the achemes planned, and so care should be
taken to  see that  those programmes  which are vital-  to rapi.d econonic growth
are given .priority,  so that  growth opportunities are exploited to the ful1.
In Chapter V, whi-ch deals with public  finance policy,  this  question is  dealt
with in  fu.ILer detail.  The nain point is  that  the production apparatus
of j-ndustry can only reach ful1  productivi-ty  when the public  authoritiesIII-8
have done what is  necessary in  regard to the expansion and improvement
of  the economic  and social  infrastructure.
Moreover, particularly  in  llember States such as the Netherlands,
France and ltaIy  where there is  stil1  a housing shortage, great efforts
must still  be nade to  narrow the gap between supply and potential  demand
and thus gradually to  el-ininate the shortages besetting the housing narket.
At the same time the authorities  responsible for  economic policy
should take care to  see that  the propensity to invest of  enterprises is
maintained at  a vi-gorous leve1, notably in  those Member States -  li.ke Belgiun
and France -  where the share of dlrectly  productive  inveetnent 1n the grosg
nationaf product is  relatively  low.  fn  this  context, attention  nust be
given to  the interrelationship  between general economic policy  and the
attitude  of  industrialists  to  new investnent:  for  just  as sufficiently
high industrial  investment is  important for  the rapid,  steady and
balanced growth of  the economy, so conversely does the expectation of  such
a growth help to induce ind.ustry to undertake in  good time the investment
needed to  enable thern to  exploit  future narket opportunj-tj-es.  Sufficient
mobility  of  production factors,  effective  cornpetition  and a more vigorous
drive ln  the field  of  scientific  and technical research and developnent
are essentiaL factors in  establishing a favourable  investment climate.
In addition,  the authorities  responsible for  economic policy  should improve
this  climate further  by helping industry to  find  new markets, by providing
information on trends in  foreign markets and by eliminating obstacles to
the development of international  trade.  At the same time the Member
Staifes should, by pursuing an appropriate taxation polj-cy and by improving
the operation of  the capital  narket,  facilitate  the financing of  investment
and make sure that  enterprises  have enough capital  of  their  own for  this
purpose.  The question of  the contribution  which capital  imported from
non-nember  countri-es can nake to  such financing wl-l-I be studied from
various angles as part of  the future  work of  the Comrnittee.
Research policy
6.  To a growing extent the pace at  which productivity  and consequently
economic growth expand will  depend in  the coning years on the results  of
scientific  and technical research and development.  Although study of  this
question by the working party set up by the Coramittee for  the purpose has,
for  lack of  time, not yet yielded final  results  and consequently  the problems
of  research policy  can only be deaLt with more fully  in  the next programme,
the work carried out so far  does provide a number of  pointers to the sort  of
policy Menber States wj-ll  have to  foll-ow in  this  field.IrI-g
Useful though the exchange of  scientific  and technical  experience
across the external frontiers  of  the Conmunity is,  it  nust not be I  ono-
way traff:ic  that  could induce the Member States to  drop their  own research,
since in  the long run this  could seriously impair the international  con-
peti-tiveness of  their  industries,  Accordingly, it  is  cLear that  in  ttLe
Iong run bhe scale of  research and development work being camied out t,y
Member States cannot be allowed to  lag behind comparable work in  other
highly lnriustrial  countries,
0n the contrary, if  the Member States wish to  be assured of  steady
growth at  home and sufficient  competitiveness abroad, and if  the resulta
of  scient:Lfic and technical progress are to be turned to  good account,
then the }lember States must all  step up their  efforts  in  the field  of
research.  The economlc and social  progress nade in  the rest  of  this
century wi-ll  depend in  part on the progress  nade in  the field  of  research
and development.  Action should also be taken to improve the speed with
which the results  of  research can be applied.
Work in  this  sphere nust be intensifietl  in  all  fielde  of  natural  and
human science, from basic research to  technical development.  Particular
importance attaches to the increase of available funds and the adoption
of a rational  franework for  their  allocation.  The need for  an increase
in  expendj.ture  is  mainly the result  of  the i.ncreased denands made on both
personnel and equipnent by the progressive  specializatlon  of  research.
The i.nplementation  of an efficient  research policy  will  be facilitated
if  public funds for  research are earmarked for  periods or several years
according to  the procedure for  programming  public finance suggested in
Chapter V below.
Quiter apart fron the need to  step up efforts  in  all  scientific  dis-
ciplines,  an endeavour should. be rnade to increase the effectiveness  of
the funds and facilities  used and decisions should be taken -  without
encroaching on the independence of  research instltutions  -  on the nost
i-mportant areas to be covered.  The Menber States should as soon as
possible ertudy and consult together on appropriate criteria  for  deter-
nining the choice of  these areas.III  -  10
Close cu-operation between the public authorities,  scientific  and
technical institutions  and industry  and commerce is  also required.
lVhere research work carried out by enterprises is  supported by the public
authorities  -  the Committee regards this  as highly desirable -  great care
must be taken to  ensure that  competition between enterprises is  not
distorted.
Efforts  in  the field  of  research policy  concern not only each in-
dividual  member country but also the competitive power of  the Community  as
a whole.  Accordingly the authorities  should examine, in  the near futuret
by referring  to  the objectives of  the medium-term economic policy  programmet
how far  and in  what fields  of research and development joint  or co-ordinated
action is  necessary in  order to  obtain rapid or better  results.  If  this
examination  should show that  co-ordination or joint  operations is  needed at
Comrnunity level,  the requisite  steps should be taken as soon as possible.
It  is  important that  the decisions to be taken in  the field  of  research
should be taken in  the light  of  objective and detailed  statistical-  infor-
nation,  giving a picture  of  the research pattern in  the various countries
and serving as a basis for  the forecasting of requirenents in  this  fietd.
It  seens that  on this  very point  there are still  major lacunae in  most of
the Member States.  They should therefore adopt without delay the neasures
necessary to  i-rnprove and supplement  existing  statistics  on scientific  and
technical research and development, using uniform methods and definitions.
Elimination of  leRal and tax_obstacles
7.  The more progress  made, by the elimination of  traditional  obstaclest
towards the complete opening of  the markets b.etween the }4ember States and
free movement for  the factors  of  production,  the nore inportant  will  be
other obstacLes stenming fron  differences between the lega1 arrangernents
prevailing  in  the Member States, notably with regard to  taxation,  the right
of  establishnent, conpany 1aw, the law on patents and trademarks, and
technicaf standards.  These differences hamper the free movement of  products
and of  production factors within  the Common Market and render more difficult
the optimum all-ocation of  scarce resources.  If  the most is  to  be made of
the dj-visi-on of  labour in  Europe, lt  wj.ll  become a matter of  ever greater
urgency to  remove these obstacleE -  which can represent effectlve  ccoaomlc
frontiers  -  by adapting and harrnonizing legislation.III  -  11
Competition  policy
8.  An acti.ve competitions  policy  facilitating,  in  accordance  with  the
Treaty, constant adjustment of  the structure of  production and supply to
the changing; techniques  and al-tered conditions of  production and denand
is  vital  if  the objecttves of  the medium-term economic policy  are to  be
attained..  Distortions  of  competition i-ncompatible with  the Treaty should
therefore  ber eliminated, whether they derive from governmnnt intervention
(measures equivalent to tariffs,  aids,  etc.),  from private  agreements or
from the abu.se of dominant positions.
Where in  concrete cases the neceseary adjustments  and optimum results
are not obtained by the decisions of  businessnen themselves, intervention
at  certain p,oints i-n the economic procesa may prove necessary for  a while
in  ord.er to  guide such oecisions towards optimum results  for  the enter-
prise itself  and for  the economy as a whole.  This necessity may arise,
for  exanple -  as is  explained j-n other parts of  this  programme -  where
there are problems of  technicaL adaptation or difficulties  within  an
industry or a region.  The action taken must be such that  the sectors or
regions concerned becone part of  a workable and efficient  systen of
competition.  The medium-tern economic poUcy obJectivee should 6erve as
a guide for  the rational  irnplementation  of  an aid policy  al-ong these lines.
As far  as possible everything should be done to  prevent aids granted for
non-econonic  reasons, of  whatever nature they may ber imnobilizing  over long
periods resource6 whj-ch could be used nore productively elsewhere, and steps
should be taxen to prevent aids working against each other or cancelling
each othef outo
The drive against agreements between enterprises distorting  competition
and therefore incompatible with the Comnon Market must be continued.  The
requirements of rnedium-term  economi-c policy  should be important elenents in
decidlng whether use should be nade of  the possibility  of  exempting certain
agreements that  fulfil  the cond.itions laid  down in  ArticLe $rG),  in  partic-
ular  by contrlbutJ-ng  to  technical and economic  progress.
Size of  ente.rprises
9.  The adjustnent of  the size of  enterprises to  the technical and economic
condltions of modern production, to the opportunities provided by the creation
of the Conno:n Market for  production  in  greater quantities,  and to  the require-
ments of  the growing competition  in  the EEC and on the world market is  a major
Community objective.  Its  attainrnent  should be faciLitated  by the eliminationIII  -  12
of artificial  obstacles -  stenmlng mainly from tax and company legislation  -
to mergers between enterprises, and by measures  designed to  facilitate  econ-
omically justifiable  mergers -  those that  will  raise productivity  and improve
the competitiveness of  the enterprises concerned.  fndustnial  conbination
should, however, not go beyond. the point at  which the danger of a serious
distortion  of  competition becomes apparent and at  which there is  no longer any
certainty  that  technical progress would benefit  consumers and the economy as
a who1e.
In  fact,  the establishment of  the Conmon lularket has made it  more difficult
for  a singJ-e enterprise to gain a dominant position  on a market, and this  is
all  the more true since the growlng liberalization  of  international  trade is
increasing the role  of  competition exerted by non-member  countries.  Another
inportant  point is  that  amalgamations may throw certain  workers out of  employ-
ment, and in  auch cases proper arrangenents for  their  re-employment nust be nade.
The policy  to  be pursued in  this  fieLd should be supplemented by measures
designed to  fit  smal1 and nedium-sized enterprises in  the economic structurg  to
the best advantage,  so they too can nake their  important and necessary contli-
bution to a balanced development of  the econorrJr. A later  programme wil-I includ,e
a detailed consideration, from the point of  view of nediurn-term economlc policy,
of  what measures, if  any, night  be taken to  establj-sh an optinum economic
structural  pattern for  enterpriees of  the various sizes (large,  medlum and small).
In this  context it  will  be useful to  conpare the experience  galned by each of
the Member States in  this  field.
Policy on the structure of  industrlr
10.  fn  the years to  cone particular  importance will  also attach to policy  on
the structure of  industry as a contributing  factor  to rapid,  steady and
balanced economic expansion; for  the 1956-1970 period will  be marked by the
effects  of  the recent spurt in  technical progress and the further  stiffening
of  conpetition within  the Community and in  world trade.  Although a detailed
treatrnent of policy  on the structure  of  industry is  being held over for  a
later  programme; a few general points nay usefully  be made here.
In  the first  place, the policy  should be one of  the conponents of a policy
for  active growth:  its  aim nust be, against the background of as broad a
measure of international  competition a6 possible, to  stinuLate the vigour of  the
economy, to raise its  productivity,  to  strenghten its  conpetitiveness and thus to
contrlbutc  to nore bel-rnced ead thua, in  thc long run,  ctcedlcr grorth.III  -  I]
On the other hand, the policy  on the structure  of  industry  in  the Community
should not attempt to preserve existing  structures or  even to keep unprofitable
sectors artillicially  alive:  this  would have the effect  of  hanpering the dev-
eloprnent of  l,igorous industries  by compelling them to  shoul-der the burden of
weak or decli.ning industries.  This would mean the less than optimum allocation
of  resources  and that  the advantages  inherent in  the establishnent  of  the
Common Market, in  international  trade and in  technical progress would be
jeopardized.  Accordingly, where, for  rlon-economic reasons, the maintenanee
of a weak inilustry  is  deemed indi-spensable, this  should be done in  a way which
makes clear t;he burden this  places on the economy as a whole, and no measures
should be ta!:en or kept in  force which have the effect  of  passing on to  other
industries in  diseuised form the costs involved.
Since vi.rtuaIl-y every growing economy has industries  of  differing  vitalityt
the policy  on the structure of  industry must endeavour to  ensure that  a high
degree of motrility  in  the factors of  production favours the expansion of  those
industries wj.th the best development prospects.
At the etame time market transparency
specific  industries,  although the results
entai-} accepl;ance by the Member States or
should be improved by surveys of
of  such surveys would not necessarily
the Comrnunity  institutions.
Where m<ldiun-term econonic policy,  particularly  as a growth polJ-cy, points
to the need llor specific  measures in  support of  weak industries  or of  new
industries wj-th major growth prospects, these should always take the forn of
measures of  etdjustment, with particular  attention  to  the requirements of  the
Common .l{arket;, and of international  competition.  Their sole aim, thereforet
should be to render competi-tive  such industries  as are potentially  profitable
or have run j.nto temporary difficuJ-ties,  for  exampl-e as a result  of  the
establ-ishment;  of  the Oommon [arketr  &rrd to  facilitate  conversion arrangements.
Consequently, specific  intervention  measures under policy  on the structure of,
industry shouLd always be temporary and the date on which they are to  be
terminated should as far  as possibfe be specified from the outset.
Care mue;t always be taken to  see that  in  accordance with Articles  92
p4 of  the Treraty of  Rome, specific  measures 1n favour of  given industries
not engender further  distortj-ons of  competition for  the future.
'bo
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There is  another reason why consultatlons  between the Member States
are desirabl-e:  with the disappearance of  commerciaf bariers  within  the
Conmunity and the introduction  of  the common commercial policy  -  which under
the Treaty of  Rone should be completed by the end of  the transitional  peri-od -
Member States will  no longer be free  to use in  isolation  instruments  of
external trade policy  that  are of  such importance  to policy  on the structure
of industry.
At a later  stage the Comnittee will  consider carefully  in  what case6
and under what rules action to  influence the structure of  industry might in
fact  be desirable.  When this  is  done, the structural  problens of  the main
economic sectors (agriculture,  industry,  services) and the links  between them
must be studied in  an overall  mediun-term settingl  and thc aituatLon of  thoge
lnduatriea creatl.ng or threatenlag to  create speoific  structural  probl.ene nuet
also bc analyeod.  Sueh eaalyeca eoul-d woLl aervo eg the baalg for
consul-tation between the Menber States and the Conmunity institutions.
For agriculture,  the Governnsnte of  the l{enbcr States end the Connunity
Lagiitutloae  ahould, in  co-ordiaetlag poLlcJr on egricultural  otructureg ln
accordancc  rith  the obJecttvee get out l-n ArtLclc  39 of  the llrcatyt  endcavour to
fLt  egriculture  nore and nore closcly  J.nto the general eeononyr aa thie  rould
nekc Lt  poaslble to  eneure a fair  stendard of  Llvlug for  farners and farn workerg.
DiscussionE l-n the Councll- have not edveuced enough for  the Connittee to be abla
to  preee forrard  its  atudy of  thesc problena.  By ray of  preparetioa for  ite
futurc  rork,  Lt  bae esked thc Connissionr e departnente to cery  out a etudy on the
way consumption, production and external trade in  agriculturaf  products can be
expected. to deveLop in  the period 1966-70, on trends in  the farming population'
on the investment to be made in  agriculture  and on the trend of agricultura]
incones.  Special attention  will  be given to  the effects  of  the common agri-
cultural  policy  on the general price  1evel.
In the coming years policy  on agricultural  structures should aim first
and foremost at  improving production conditions so as to  make more efficient
farming possible.  The formation of  farms of a rationaf  size and the move of
nanpower away from agriculture  must be facilitated,  Vocational trainingt
research and agricultural  advisory services may also have great inportance
and marketing methods themselves must be improved.  An effort  must also be
made to  see that  re-enployment  in  other economl-c sectors of  workers leaving
agriculture  i.s facilitated  by appropriate training  and re-adaptation measures.III  -  15
The development and improvement of  the transport infrastructure,  whicht
at  Community  leve1, will  be facilitated  by the implementation of  the Councj-lrs
decision of  28 February 1966, will  be of  vital  importance in  raising  the level
of  general productivity  in  the years ahead.  At the same tine,  strucutral
neasures in  t;he field  of  transport should be such that  they will  induce carrlers
to rationalizle and modernize so as to adapt themselves to  technical  and
economic conititions and to  be able to  supply their  services at  the lowest
possj.ble cosl; to the econony.  The introduction  and effective  maintenance  of
workable conpetition based on parity  of  treatrnent between the varioua types
of  transport can contribute to adaptatj-on.  Lastly,  to avoj-d any wastage of
resources,  c1-ose co-ordination of  effort  in  the fieltt  of  transport wj-lI be
needed, not only at national level  but also within  the framework of  the common
transport poi-icy.  The Community has already made the first  moves in  this
direc tion.
The supply of  fuel  and power wiLl  call  for  special attention.  The
difficulty  oll Coonunity coal ninlag  has forced up costs considerably in  recent
years, whereeLs the price of  petroleum, available in  large quantities  on the
world market, has dipped sharply.  This neans that  the fuel  and power market
i.s undergoing;  a radical  change, with a gradual shift  from coal to  petroleum,
and it  seems that nuclear energy is  going to  supplement the traditional
sources of  errergy.  The Community, which nust neglect no opportunity to
improve the competitiveness of  its  enterprises, can onJ-y benefit  from arrange-
ments wherebtr, industry benefits fu11y from cheaper energy.  Consequently, if
the Communitlr 4s.1des to maintain a substantial proportion of  coal output,
this  should tre done not by intervening in  the process of  price  formation but by
action to bri,ng mining into  line  with  changed conditions.  fn addition,
difficult  conversion  problems might arise  in  certain  mining area6, and these
problems must, not be solved in  a way that  wi11 be detrimental t,o the interests
of  the workers.  Ag for  petrolcunre policy  should be elaborated  that  will  ensure
and even stre,ngthen comnetition on the narket without risk  for  the security
of  supplies.
A last  very urgent point is  that  efforts  must be made to improve prod-
ucti-vity  1n t'he distribution  eector,  so that  in  the coming years it  can handle
at  lowest posisible unit  cost the apprecj-able increase expected in  the volume
of trade.  I'he right  approach i-s to  ensure that  there shal-I be workable
competltion between the vari-ous wholesal-e and retail  distributi-on  channels
and that arti,ficial  obstacles of all- kinds are elj-rninatedl  great j-mportanceIII  -  15
wiLl also attach to  the extension and the modernization of  enterprisest
rationalized  stockkeeping  and packaging, and to  the strengthening of  co-
operation between smalI commercial enterprises.
Regional poticy
11.  A nore harmonious development of  the various Community regions, in
particular  a reduction of  the gap separating the less favoured from,the more
favoured regions, is  of major inportance if  bal-anced medium-term economic
growth is  to be attaj.ned.  Thi"s means that  ln  the years that  lie  ahead there
is  much vrork to be done tn  the field  of  regional policy.  Efforts  must be
made to  estabLish in  the less favoured re5gions conditions facll-itating  business
initiative  and thus enabling latent  production reserves to  be brought into  play,
At the same time undue eoncentration of  economic activities  in  certain  areas
nust be prevented, as it  leads to  disproportionate economic and social  costs
and consequently limits  the possibility  of  overall  growth.
In this  connection, special attention  must be given to the problem of
improving infrastructure.  The mairr need here is  to  form rrdevelopment  polesll
consisting of  self-contained groups of  enterprises  which would be capable of
developing spontaneously after  a period of  initial  prirning and would in  turn
promote the development of  rfsecondary centresrr.  A,nother question that  must
be examlned, with their  future  profitability  in  mind, is  what main transport
routes would enabl-e the outlying  regions of  the Community to take fuller  part
in  intra-Community  trade.  The effectiveness  of  aids granted by the Member
States and the Community institutions  should also be increased.  In this
connection,  measures concerning J-ong-terrn  schenes should be grouped in  flexible
programmes  covering several year6, within  which aa order of  priority  for  the
schemes and neasures planned would be established and reconciled wj-th the funds
available.  Lastly,  although the rnain responsibil-ity  for  regional policy  lies
with the l"lenber States, the national policies  in  this  field  should be con-
fronted and as far  as possible co-ordinated at  Comrnunity  level  in  order to
ensure harnonious  economic development within  the Community and to help the
Less favoured reglons to catch up with the rest.
Chapter VI below describes in  detail  the regional policy  measures which the
Member States and the Community institutions  should implement as a natter  of
priority  in  the coning years, and for  further  information the reader is  referred
to  this  chapter.  It  is  based on a thorough analysis of  the most inportant
regtonal problems, notably their  relationship  with overall  growth, and of  therrr - 17
objectives, nethods and neans of
regional pol:Lcy.  The analysis
POLICY OIi TH-U TREND OF DA.JAND
actj-on available  to  those responsible for
is  given as an annex to  this  programme.
12.  Policy with regard to  demand is  of  considerable  importance  in  the
complex of  pollcies  designed to  promote balanced growth.  The main problem
is  to  combi-nrg rapid economic growth with a satisfactory  price  trend.  Past
experience shows beyond doubt that  a higher growth rate  of  supply is  not
sufficient  for  this  purpose.  It  is  consequently  of  great importance to
establ-ish a lcafanced relationship  between the various conponents  of  demand..
In this  respr?ct the projections show that  for  the Community as a whole public
expenditure and industrial  investment are expected to  grow faster  than the
gross Commun:Lty product, whi-le the upward movenent in  private  consumption  -
following thrt rapid expansion over the year6 1960-55 -  should in  the comin.g
five  years lag a little  behind the expansion of  gross Communi-ty  product.
Consequently, the share of  private  consumption in  the gross Community productt
which had increased between t96O and 1955, should decline a l-ittle  between
now and L97Q,,
Of course, a rapid growth of  private  consunption  would in  itself  be a
very good th:Lng.  Consequently, it  is  important to ascertain what the con-
sequences worrld be lf  there were a more vigorous expansion of  consumption
at  the expen$e of the other utilization  catagories.  In  this  connection'  5-t
rnust not be llorgotten that  the weight of  private  consumersf  expenditure is  so
heavy that  irr purely arithmetical- terms an increase in  the rate  of  expansion
of private  consumerst expenditure of  1% would entail  a cut in  the other
utilization  categories of  about 2%.
Any considerabl-e expansion of  private  consumption might be at  the expense
of industrialL investment.  This woul-d mean that  in  the longer term the growth
of  the gross Community  product would be hampered and sooner or fater  the
expansion of  private  consumption itself  would necessarily  be curtailed.
Alternativel;;,  private consumption would be allowed to  expand at  the expense
of  public expenditure, i.e.  at  the expense of  public  services affecting  the
general weli-'bing and economic growth 1tself.  From the standpoint of  med:iun-
tern  economi<r policy,  both alternatives  are undesirable, all  the more si.nce the
per caput inorease in  real  consumption  shown in  the projections for  the years
ahead is  stilLl  appreciable.  In  this  connection, the reader is  referred  to
Chapter II,  s;ec, 18, where it  is  shown that,  on the basis of  the growth rates
assumed in  pr:eparing the projections,  the level  of  private  consurnption wil.l
doubl-e in  a l-ittl-e  nore than 20 years.III  .  18
A policy  aimed at  achieving balanced growth by reducing the pace at
which private  consumption has been expanding in  recent years can be defended
and can be effective  only if  at  the same time the expansion of  the other
utilization  categories, such as industrial  investment and public  expendituret
is  held within  reasonable  bounds.  It  is  therefore very important that  co-
ordinated and balanced use should be made of  the available instruments  i-n the
field  of  public  finance policy,  monetary and credit  policy,  capital  market
policy  and incomes policy.
Since a policy  aimed at  the balanced expansion of  demand can succeed
in  any one country only if  and when the other countries are i-mplementing
similar  policies,  it  is  parti-cularly  important that  the use of  the various
instruments  affecting  demand, notably by affecting  income flows,  should be
co-ordinated at  Comnunity 1eve1.
Publ-ic finance policy
13.  The projections set out in  Chapter fI  suggest that  collective  re-
quirements will- increase at  a relatively  high rate.  It  should not be
forgotten that  projections at  constant priceo underestimate the growth of  the
share of  public  expendi-ture in  overall  denand at  current prices,  or that  they
do not show transfers  expl-icit1y.
The tsudget Policy Committee has been asked to  supply fulIer  data on the
trend to be expectecl in  the main classes of  public revenue and expenditure.
So far  not enough progress has been made in  this  field  for  an accurate fore-
cast for  the coming years to be given at  this  stage.
The work carried out so far  by the Budget Policy Comrnittee  shows that'
in  order to meet collective  requirenents, the public authorities  will  tand
in  the years ahead to  take a larger  sLice of  the gross national  product.
Serious problems will  therefore arise  i-n the fiel-d of  publJ-c finance,
for  public  demand will  have to be kept in  harmony with overall  economic re-
Eourcesr and the necessary funds to  cover financing requirements will  have to
be found.
In  this  connection it  will  have to be decided whether the growth of
expenditure could not be curbed, and if  so to what extent.  Expenditure  cuts
should, ln  any case, always be carried out selectively,  according to  a
prlority  established in  advance.  At the sarne time, a check shoul-d be made to
ascertain whether certain  expenditures agreed previously are still  juslifiable.III  -  ]q
It  is  highly un1ike1y, however, that  the increase in  expenditure
can reasonatrly be limited  to  such an extent as to  dispel  all  financing
problems.  There appear to  be two ways of  solving them:  recourse to
credit  -  in  this  case there would normally be issues of  long-term
domestic loerns -  or alr increase in  taxation.  If  the authorities  turn
to the capital  narket, it  nust be rern.enbered that  the interests  of  the
public authorities  nay conflict  with those of  enterprises,  which wiJ-l
also be neecling a larger  supply of  funds.  ff  an increase in  taxation
proved inevj-tabl-e, it  would have to be so designed as to  encroach  on
industrial  jr.nvestment and private  saving as little  as possible.  In
arrangementr; of  this  kind account must also be taken of  the harmonlzation
of  tax provllsions among the liember States.
Optimurn allocation  of  public resources would be facilitated  by the
forecasting or programming  of  public  fj.nances over seyeral years.  lvith-
in  these fo:recasts or programmes,  the order of  priority  vuould be established
by type of rvork, time and region for  the various classes of  expenditure and
reconciled tlrith overall  econonic resources.  Such forecasting or pDC-
grannin6 ghould at  the sen€ tinc  provide the baal,c for  the co-ordl.aetlon
of  the budget policies  of  the governments and the local  authorities.
Co-ordination  is  of  prime importance since it  is  the local  authori-ties
which are r,esponsibl-e for  the greater part of  public investnent in  nost
I'lember Stat,as -  and it  is  expected to rise  sharply ln  the years to  come.
Chapter V o.f this  programme  examines in  more detail  certain  problens of
public fina:ncing.
I'ionetary, c:redit and caoital  rnarket policies
14.  Stabil:ity  also demands a monetary and credit  policy  and a capital
market poli,cy which ensures that  the overall  financing resources available
to the econ,cmy neet its  requirenents,  while any undue increase i-n the money
supply is  avoided.  An effort  must be nade in  particular  to attract  to  the
cap5-tal narket a suffj-cientJ-y large proportion of  savings to  ensure the
financing of  long-term investment by long-term savingrwhether private  or
public.  Here the aj-m should be either  to give sufficient  encouragement
to  long-term placing of  savings or to develop, within  reasonabl-e limits,
certain devices that will-  ensure the trtransformationrt of  a part of  liquid
saving.  In certain member countries special attention  should be given
to institutional  saving (insurance companies, retirement funds, invest-
ment funds, etc.),  whose role  could well  be stren€;thened.  lllhil-e the
functionlng  of  the capital  market is  being improved in  this  way, efforts
shouLd aleo bc nedc greduelly to  eLininete the obstecles -  notebly tax
obsteclee -  stlIl  baaperin6 the free noyencnt of, capltal  betresn llenber
Stetes.TT? LrL  -  ZV
It  must be stressed in  this  connection that  the success of a policy
designed to  ensure the non-inflationary  financing of  j-nvestment will  itself
depend to a large extent on monetary stability,  wj-thout which there will  be
no build-up of  private  saving which can be offered to investors on suf-
ficiently  attractive  terms.
The nedium-term problems of  capj-tal market policy  will  be examined i-n
more detaiL in  a later  programme.
Incomes policy
l.-5. Lastly,  the achievement of  bal-anced growth will  largely  depend on the
extent to which Lncones policy  -  i.e.  decisions of  the Governments and of
managenents and unions designed deliberateJ-y to influence the trend of
different  forms of  income -  succeeds in  curbing the expansion of  incomes
as a whole and ensuring that  the pattern of  j-ncomes develops along l-ines
that  wil-l allow of  sufficient  investment.  These two economic objectives
of  the incomes policy  are accompanied  by a sociat objective,  which is  that
of  adjusting the breakdown of  overall  income in  favour of  lower income
groups.  The incomes policy  therefore must cover all  forms of  incomes ioso
profits  -  whether distributed  or not -  as well as direct  and indirect  wages,
and must take into  account secondary incomes (i.e.  transfers)  as well as a1l-
primary incomes.
From the angle of  economic policy,  the rnain function of  the incomes
policy  j-s to  enaure that  inflation  is  not allowed to persiet  indefinitely.
[tith  this  end in  view an effort  should be made to maintain the monetary
increase in  overall  incomes within  bounds conpatible with the increase in
the volume of production.  If  the relative  incone of  certain  social- groups
or occupations needs to be improved, the overall  increases in  other j-ncome
categories wil-L have to be a little  1ess.
Special attention  rvil-l therefore have to be given, within  the frane-
work of  this  overall  polJ-cy, to  wage and salary incones, of  whi-ch the gross
volume, varying between three fifths  and two thirds  of  the national incone
accordi-ng to country, i6  far  and away the largest  share;  this  will  be all
the more needed since the labour shortage, which will  al-nost certai.nly
continue in  the coming years, will  contlnuc to af,feot ooLleetivo bargelning
ln  thet  lt  r11I  conetltutc  aE ,-trsentlvc to  exoosstvc Lnereases rnd t111
go on lnduoln6 enploycra to  pey lors  than tbe e5reod gcelge.
Vrlages are, of  course, freely  negotiated between unions and managements, sorrr - 21
one of  the nain practical  objectives of  the incones policy  in  the years
ahead will  br: to  persuade workers and mangenents to  pursue a noderate
incones polir:y which, without harning the process of adaptation of  specific
industries,  wj-ll  enable adequate stabili-ty  of unit  production costs taken
as a whole to be maintained.  Governments will  have to  make every effort
to win over rrnions and rnanagernents to  the principle  and to  the procedures of
a policy  snsrring, within  the framework of  an overall  incomes policy'  the
desired mode:ration in  the expansion of  the total  wages bil1.  The parties
concerned sh,culd hold regular discussions -  dealing with prices as well  as;
wages -  inte.nded to fix,  for  the various types of  income, limits  which
should bind the freedom of decision of  the economic transactors.
It  would, however, be too much to  expect unions and managements to
maintain discipline  in  this  field  if  the condltions governing internal
stability,  which are the direct  responsibility  of  the Governments, are noi;
fulfilled.  This means, in  the first  place, that  Governments  should linit;
increases in  the pay of civil  servants and the staffs  of  public  undertakings
to  standards compatible with general economic equilibrium and should endeetvour
to  ensure that  the progress of  such incomes is  steady, avoiding both delays
in  adjustment and the sudden jumps which sometirnes fol-l-ow.  fn  the second
pIace, Governments must not confine their  efforts  to  curbing the development
of  wage and salary incomes only,  but must keep a watchful eye on other income
categories as we1l.  This means that  they must obtain fuller  information on
trends in  th.ese other categories and that  they must not hesitate  to use the
tools available to  then -  credit  policy,  tax policy  and price  policy  -  to
discipline  income expansion.
From the psychological  as welL as from the practical  point  of  view,
price policyshould  play a particularly  important role  in  this  connection,
Price freezers will  be justified  only i-n exceptional circumstances  and short
periodsl  buLt prices should be kept under constant supervision and vigi-1ance
should be st,epped up wherever there are signs of  monopoly conditions occurri.ng
on the markert.  It  goes wlthout saying that both energetic action against
monopolies  and restrictive  agreements and the opening of markets to  imporbed
supplies ar€! weapons that  should constantly be used in  countering unjustified
pri-ce increarses:  such a policy  wil-l j-n practi-ce dovetail  at  nany points ntlth
the competj-1;ion pollcy described above, since competition,  where it  1s ef:fective,
j-s the sures;t guarantee against price increases.TTT -  22
But where competition is  not sufficient,  the public authorities  will
have to  endeavour to  pursue a rnore flexible  price  policy,  designed to prevent
the abuses which can arise  from certain  dominant positions and to at  the eeue
tinc  pravent the rcakening of  the finanal.el situetion  of  onterprlEes  thet  occurt
rhea thcy ere forced to keep thelr  price at  lcvelg  that  do not nekc eufficient
ellorance for  the uprard novenent of  thelr  coots.  If  tboa concerned uac nealta
adapted to  the various situations  found in  different  industries  and different
countries -  methods which wil-f involve close contact between Governnents and
industry -  it  should be possible to  impose directly  on the price  trend a
discipline  without which there will  not be the desired restraint  over j.ncomes.
It  is  only on thj-s condition that  the wages and salaries  policy  described
above can be accepted by unions and managements and that  the necessary
adjustments to  the sliding  wage scal-e machinery in  certain  countries can be
contenplated:  the rigidJ.ty  of  this  machinery threatens to  strengthen in-
flationary  processes by giving  pernanent form to  the effect  of  temporary
price  increases
If,  however, despite all  these effortsr  success in  curbing the upward
movement of  aggregate rnoney incomes was not achieved and 1f as a result  the
incomes policy  failed  to attain  its  objecti-ve, Governments would have not
choice but to  take appreciably more restrictive  measures,  which would
necessarily act as a brake on economic activity.
If,  on the other hand, the incomes policy  carried out its  anti-
inflationary  function effectively,  it  should at  the same tirne help to  soLve
the problem of  financing investment:  monetary stability  and the balanced
expansion of  incomes should en6ure, in  the conditions of  competition expected,
a more normal trend in  the savings of  enterprises  and should promote the
propensity to  save of  individuals.  In  view of  present attitudes  to  savJ.ng,
however, it  is  not certain  that  the spontaneous formation of  private  saving
i-n its  various forns will  be adequate to  cope with the major investment
requirements that will  stem fron  such items as the heavy expansion envisaged
for  public investment and the persistance,  at  lease i-n certain  countries, of
a heavy demand for  new housing"  Arrangenents would then have to be made to
sti.mulate the formation of  private  saving and to  channel it  effectively  towards
those areas where fJ-nancing  needs are greatest and most urgent.  One possibility
would be to back up i-ncones policy  wi th a policy  on property which would re-
concile the desire of  workers to  enjoy a greater share of  what they produce
with the need to  step up investment.
Ibe situation  with regard to incones policy  etill  varies w].del-y
fron country to country. Even in  those countries where there is  an
institutional  framework, this  is  not enough to  ensure the effectiveness
of  the policy:  all  the political,  social  and economic factors rnust
be taken into  account.  Accordingly,  the iviember States and the CommunltyTII -  2'
must press forward actively  their  study of  what an incones policy
can do, and how it  will  be applied.
rer"al_lrade qolicy
15.  fnternati-onal trade is  an important factor  in  the economic development
of  the various member countries.  Not only does econornic  growth entail
grorving import needs, whi-ch must be paid for  by a corresponding increase
in  exports, but growth is  itself  stirnulated by exports:  the rapid
expansion of  exports is  a spur to investment, particularly  in  those
industries  for  which the country in  questi-on enjoys a favourable position
on the international  market.  Structural  inprovernents and rationalizatlon
measures resulting  fron such investnent make a decisive contribution  to
advances in  productivity.
From 1p50 to  1965 rnerchandj-se exports from rember countries expanded
briskly.  f'or the Communit.y  as a whol-e they increased by 10# per year,
twice as fast  as the gross Comrnunity product.  This relatively  rapid
increase was mainly accounted for  by the increase in  intra-Community trade,
which was 1}.6% pet Jgarr whi.te exports to  non-member  countries gained at
the rate of 5.2% per year.  It  is  by no means an ovcratetcncrrt to  rey
that a hig.h rate of  growth in  VJestern European countries demands a rapid.
i-ncrease i:n their  exports.
Por t.he period 1966-?0 the projections given in  Chapter II  are based
on the ass'uurption that  external demand will  develop favourably, with
irnports growing appreciably  more rapidly  than dornestic product.  For this,
further  progress with European integration  is  essential,  and. lt  wLlt in  the
years ahead be one of  the nain springs of  econonlc growth in  the six
countries, especially in  those where far-reaching structural  changes and
a more vigorous rational-ization  drive are most needed if  they are to
adapt thenselves successfully  to international  competition.
The p:rojections also presuppose the satisfactory  expansion of world
demand. llere, the Member States and the Comrnunity institutions  can make
their  cont::ibuti-on, within  the framework of  international  co-operation
arrangemeni;s, by canpaigning for  the elimination of  obstacles to inter-
national t::ade and so for  a better  division  of  labour throughout the world,
by pursuing their  efforts  to prevent ell  dicturbencos in  the flor  of
international  payments, and by granting the devel-oping countries effecti've
aid in  over:corning their  diffj-culties.III  -  24
Finally,  demand from abroad will  develop favourably only if
conditions in  the lvlenber States are such that  the favourabl-e trend can
be turned to  good account.  They will  not be sufficiently  competitive
unless the competitivity  of  individual  enterprises is  enhanced by the
action needed to  step up productivity  and to adapt the goods produced
to  the changing pattern of  internal  demand.  At the same tine,  efforts
nust be nade to  see that  the stability  of  prices is  not jeopardized  by
the trend of  costs, as this  could substantially  weaken the abi-tity  of
firms in  the Member States to  trade on world narkers.CRAPTER  IV
POLICY ON EII'PLOYMENT AI'ID VOCATIONAI TRAININGIV-e
fhe Connittee has examl-ned the problems that  will  facc Menber
Statcs in  the years to  come because of  the need to  adapt labour supply
to denandl they are describcd in  dctail  in  a menorandun annexed to
this  prograrnne.  The points brought out in  the memorandum fomthe basis
for  the guidelines set out bclow for  the policy  in  the field  of  enploy-
nent and vocational training  which should be followed by the Menber
Statcs and the Connunity institutions  in  order to help adapt the labour
supply quantitatively  and qualitatively  to  demand.
The outlook for  the labour force and enploynent
2.  The nediun-term econonic outlook as descrLbed in  Chapter II  of
this  progranme  points to persistence of the labour shortage which has
already obtained. for  several years throughout nost of  the Connunlty.
Despite the fact  that  overall  demand should expand alnost as rapidly
as between 1950 antl 1965, the overa1l increase in  the working populatJ-on
is  Iikely  to  slow down fairly  appreciably, and this  will  be the nain
factor  setting  bounde to growth during the years 1-965 to  L97O.
Including an estimate for  net nJ.grati-on to  and from the Connunityt  the
Iabour force available in  the Conmunity Ls expected to increase from
75 100 OO0 Ln L965 to  onLy 77 9OO 0OO Ln 19?Or a nean annual growth
rate  of O.4%t conpared .wj-tln 0"6% between I95O and 1965.  In addition,
the unennploynent rate  for  1970 is  expected to be even a little  lower
than the present rate  (L.6% a6 against L.T/o in  1965), which neane that
unemployrnent is  expected to shilnk  further  ln  Italy  and that  for  the
other countries fu1I  enploynent will  be maintained and in  certain  cases
heavy strain  may persist.
The degree of strain  on the labour narketa will  depend at  least  as
much on trends in  the pattern of production as on aggregate figures:
rapid changes of pattern will  remain an important feature of  the
econonic grorth of  the nenber countries and thio  will  mean redundancy
in  certain industries  or occupations and a heavy demand for  nanpower
ia  others.  Workers will  be required to change trades and in  some cases
to move fron one area to another.  Accordingly the strai-n which is
indicated by the overall  medium-tern enpl-oynent projections is  liabl-e
to be aggravated if  nanpower is  not sufficiently  adaptabler and this
factor  is  largely  d.ependent on the arrangements made to  pronote
geogralhical nobility  aud to improve the conditions for  vocational
training  in  the widest s€DBGorv-t
These ,are the problens which seen likely  to arlse  for  the Corutunity taken
as a whole, but the demographJ-c and econonic structures  of  the different
nenber countries vary widelyl  and the problcns they will  have to  cope rJ-th
will  vary l:Lkewise. In Gernanyrfor example, the labour Bhortage is  expected
to renain ar:ute and the demand for  foreign labour wilJ- continue to be very
heavy.  Inthe  Benelux countrLes and in  France, the current shortagea are
expected to persist  but not grow worse, and the demaad for  foreign labour will
remain firn,,  In  ltaly,  on the other hand, rising  enploynent wil-I not entirely
elininate  the surplus of unskilled  labour, shich is  llke1y  to  remain
appreciable;  throughout this  perlod, consequently, the tendency for  workers
to enigrate is  1ike1y to persist.  Despite these surpluses, howeverl there
nay be appreciable shortages of  skilJ-ed workers.
POIICY ON TIIE OVERALL VOLUI,TE  OF EMPT,OYMENT
3,  Since jlt  is  likely  that  a labour shortage will  affeet  the greater part
of the Coranunity,  the enploynent policy  of the Member States and of  the
Co.nrunity institutions  should in  the first  place seek to establish whethert
in  so far  as considerations of social  progress pernit,  the supply of labour
could not be etepped up beyond the leve1 assumed in  naking the projections.
There are in  theory several ways of doing this:  the span of  working life
(fron the bep5inning of work to retirement),  work by women, the length of  the
working weelr, and innigration.  Examinatlon of  these possibilities  has ]ed
to the following conclusions.
Age for  starting  work
4.  The age at whioh young people start  work depends partly  on the legal
requirements  concerning the nininun age at which children may leave school and
partly  on tlre extent of any voluntary school attendance  after  that  age. Quite
apart fron obvious social  and hunan factors,  this  is  a field  in  which long-
term economic considerations, i.e.  the advantage of  disposing in  the long run
of a better-'trained labour force, must be given priority  over nedium-term
considerations, i.e.  the need to relieve  strain  threatening the labour
roarkets in  t;he Member States in  the next few yeara.  There can be no queslion
of halting  t;he movement for  raising  the school-leaving age at  an early  d.ate
to 15 year6 throughout the Comnunity and later  to 15 years at  different  dates
j-n the different  countries, always provided of  course that  the additional
tine  devotedt to general basic trainlng  is  put to  good use.  Nor can there be
any question. of a slackening of  the drive to induce young people to attend
general or vocational schools or any other general or vocational trainingrv-4
Lnstltutions.  Their attendance  at  these institutions  is  obviously in  line
with the Iong-term interest  of  the economies.
Age of retirenent
5.  The retirement age generally coincides with that  at  which pension
schenes pernit  the paynent of a full  pension -  5! years in  most cases -  but
can be affected by certain  arrangenents designed to  induce workers to  work
on after  the age of  5l  or,  on the other hand, to retire  early.  A basic
principle  here is  that  o1d age pension insurance should not be used as a
nediun-tern enploynent  policy  weapon instead. of  aa the social  instrunent for
which it  was designed. This neans that  Lt  would be wrong to raise  the retire-
ment age in  order to step up the Labour supply.  However, in  view of  the
strain  expected on the labour narket,  It  would also be a mistake to lower the
retirenent  age except in  special cases of a eocial nature.  Moreoverr it
would be  rrong to  l-nhibit  the teadency to  improve retirenent  pensions
with the ain of inducing workers qualifying  for  such pensions to work as long
as poesible.
On the other hand, workers willing  and able to  do so should be
encouraged to work on after  the official  retiring  age.  Restrictions  prevent-
ing a worker drawing retirement pay as well  aa wa€les shouldr where they still
exist  (notably in  Belgiun), be adjusted.  Another neasure which should be
contemplated is  the payment of higher pensions to workers agreeing to  defer
their  retirement.  Last1y, research should be carried out to  establish
whether the enploynaent of  elderl]r persons could not be facilitated  by atrange-
ments to  channel then into  different  jobs better  adapted to thei-r age.
Measures of  this  kind should be envisaged not only for  workera rvho have
reached retirement age but also for  elderly  workers likely  to be discharged
before having reached that  agc, for  whon a different  job should nornally be
preferable to early retirement.  Howeverl norr€ of the neasures which could
be taken to lengthen the working life  of elderly  pergons seems likelyr  in
the nedium term, to produce any significant  increase in  the numbers available
for  enployment. the extension of working lLfe  is  not equally useful in  all
j-ndustries, so it  would perhaps be w'iser to vary the incentives somewhat
fron industry to industry,  notably by neans of collective  agreements.w-5
Women workers
5o  To increase the nunber of  wonen in  paid enploynent would seem to  be
a tnore fruitful  approach to the problem of increasing the overall  supply
of labour in  the mediun tern,  eopecially in  those member countries where
the proportion of  wonen at  work l-s relatively  low.  This is,  however, nore
easily said than done.  It  is  not entirely  a matter of  enpJ-oynent policyl
since the proportion of wonen in  paid enploynent is  partly  related  to  the
socio-economic pattern and. nay vary appreciably for  this  reason from one
region to another of the same country.
ft  ls  difficult  to see how far  changes in  this  pattern may in  the next
few years help to increase the proportion of wonen in  paid enployment.  It
does seem, howeverr that  the decline of  employnent in  certain  lttraditionalrt
activities  i:n which nany nonen are employed, such as agriculture,  retail
trade or the textile  industry,  will  be more than offset  by a further  increaee
ia  opportunities open to  wonen in  nany rfmoderntr activitJ.es such as departnent
storest  offices,  services of all  natures and certai-n ganufacturing lndustries.
But if  fullerst  use is  to be nade of  these opportunities,  the accees of  women
to new activ:ities  must be encouraged by the right  policy  on vocatloaal
traiaing  and readaptation,  which nust be designed not only to  facilitate
transition  from one type of activity  to  another but also to  facilitate  the
access to wonking life  of wonen who would be wilJ-ing to work or return  to
work providerl they could, obtain Jobs involving  some degree of skill.
Since the proportion of unmarried women in  pald employnent is  generally
already highl  a substantial increase in  the proportion of  women at  work
w111 depend mainly on the specific  measurea which can be taken to  promote
the work of rnarried women -  eepecially.those  who do not have children to
Look after  -  i.eo  measures to elininate  certain  financial  obstacles or
certain fanilly difficulties.  For example, neasures shoul-d be taken to
prevent graduated taxation on joint  incones discouraging narried  women too
nuch fron working, and tax rules  should if  necessary be adJusted for  thls
purpose. Another measure would be the eliminatlon  as far  as possible of  the
social securilty obstacles which in  certain  countries  hamper the part-tine
enployrnent oll women. It  would also be appropriate if  public  and private
enployers took fresh steps to develop this  forn of  enploynent -which has the
advantage of allowing lromen to look after  the hone and work at  the satne time*
in  conditions that  do not involve devaluation of  the workOapied. out by
women. LastlLy, empl-oyers and the responsible adrninistrative d.epartments asrv-6
wcl.l thouldt by building up adcquatc col,lcctLve facl,lltics,  glve nany ronen
Lncreased opportunities to free theoselves 1f neceeEary during rorking hours
of the need to ratch over the chLldren for thom thcy are responsibler
Hourg rorked
7.  Wlth e constant supply of nanpower, the volune of vork carried out nay
vary eppreclably according to the number of hours a sorker pute in durlng
the year.  Norr as a result both of the reductlon in the length of the
agrced rorkl.ng reek aad of the extenslon of annual holldaysl the basic
trend iE for the nunber of hours rorked Lu thc year to decllne as rorkers
devote part of the benefl,t of iacreased productivity to increaaed l-eisure.
Thls developnent ia by no neana conpLete, aad lt  nust be expectcd that the
unione wLlL continue to pres6 in the nediun term for the nunber of houre
worked Ln the year to be reduced ln  one raJr or another.
The J.nprovement in productlvLty expected for the period L966-7O could
no doubt Justlfy devotiug part of the benefit once agaJ.n to the inprovement
of sorking conditions fron thJ,e angLe. SLnce, howeverl the labour ehortage
neans that in most of the nenber countries therc rill  be no ray of offsetting
the shorter rorking hours by equivalent increases in staffr  there are bound
to be certaLn losees Ln the eupply of goods and eervieea unLess a rationaL-
ization drive specificall-y ained at naking shorter houre posoible hae
already been carried out or is  camiedl through concurrently. Failing this -
and therc are industriee La rhich the scope for rationalization ls  necessarily
vcry f-i-nited -  cute ln the aunber of houre rorkeal would be bound to weaken
production potential (rhl1e overall ilenand will  continue to exert vigorous
pressure) and rould inevitably increase production costs, wi.th all  the
conEequencee thls could cntall in regard to conpetittvity bbroail. It  is
therefore inportant that reductlone Ln the worklng reek made operative Ln
the coning year6 ehouLd be introduced at a rate and under conditions that
1111 allor a Eatisfactory grorth rate to be naintaLned  without internal and
external equilibriun  being disturbeal.
8be geaeral principle nust therefore bc establlshed that in the years
ahead the working reek shal-l. be reduced by only a moderate anount, especj-aI1y
in those nember countries such aE Germany rhere eharp cuts in the working
reek have been approved, ln the last  few years and rhere, conseguentlry the
nt'rnber of hours porked fur the Jrear per rorker is  already appreciably lower
thaa in the othere; ln euch couatries the labour shortage could be
particularly acute. At tbe sane tine, an ef,fort nust be nade to offset asrv-7
far as possible by concomitant rationalization neasures any cuts in working
hours declded upon. It  would also be desirable that sucb decisionsdtould
vary fron one industry to another to take account of structural diff€rerlc€sr
Lastly, care must be taken that these reductions are not made at tlnes rhen
they could be an additional factor of strain on the econony in general or on
a particular industry.
The fact, neverthel-ess, that decisl-ons concerning the length of the
working week are to a great extent a satter for free negotiatlon between
unions and nanagenents raises the problem of the means those in  charge of
econonic policy will  be able to use in  order to ensure that developnents  J-n
the lengtb of the working week conf6rn, in the naediun tern, with these
principles.  Governments should in any case attenpt to infl-uence the two
sides.of industry by bringing home to then the lnportance of any declsione
they nay take for the growth and the equil-ibriun of the econony as a whoLer
The success of the policy recommended wlth regard to the length of the
working week depends therefore, to a Large extent, on persuasionr  and thls
presupposes close contact and rnutual trust between Governments  and the
workerst and employerst  organizations concerned.
fnniFration and emigration
8.  t}r  lrat  tr;a1"ot r;ttcotLrlg tbc rupply of labour ir  policy on lnnigration
eEd rdgretl,onr  llho tLnfi obJcctlve ol thLt Pollcy lhould bc thet of
alan!trng, throuEh Luplooontrtlol oC tlh.o ohutct of thc frcaty concerning the
frrr  lovrlatt  of rork ts,  thc optLnun utLLLzalLob of tba Connunityrs labour
resourcea. In this context neasures are urgently needed to encourage the
placl,ng !n oiher  menber countries of Ltalyre surplus of nanpowert  whieh ls
likely  to persist for sone years.  The introduction of arrangenente  for
free novenent between the Menber States wil-I not sufflce to ensure optinun
enploynent of labour in the Connunity. Co-operatlon betreen enplotrment
departments ln tbe varioue countries must be etrengthenedt and further
efforts ought to be made to encourage the vocationaL tralning of rorkerg rho
are ri1.J.ing to emigrate fron ltaly  to other Communi-ty  countrles but who are
prevented fron doing so for lack of the necessary ekilIs.  Iu additiont
further rork will  need to be done in connection wlth Conmunlty regulations
on tbe soclal. security of nigrant workers in order to ensure that a obangc
fron one country to aaother doee not involve a rorker in dLfflcultiee over
the beneflts to which he is  entitl-ed.fV-8
None the lesa, the flvc Connunlty countricg conccrned ril1  have to
neet thclr necd for forcL8tr labouf, by brlnging 1n even nore workere fron
non-Eenber countrLes than Lu thc past.  Ia thls connection, the llenber
Statcg should co-otdLnatc theLr polLcLcg on rgcruitnent ln  these non-member
countrtcs Ln order to takc account of theLr nutual intsraste, and enploy-
ncnt servLcc ehouLd refral,n fron gnoouragJ.ng thc recruLtnent of workers
fron non-ncnber couatrleg already rorking in another Menber Statc.
In vier of the rcsrultLng dtftlculticsl  rhlch are Llable to increaset
Meuber Statce euployiag rorkere froa ltaly  and fron non-nenber countrLee
Ehould endeavour to attcnuate the l,aetabJ.lity of innlgrant nanporer by
i.nproving the eoclal facl.lt tles available to forei,gn rorkers ln the hoet
countrlee, particular3.y by f,tadl.ng aatl.rf,actory aoJ.utlons to the houeJ-ng
difflcuLtiea rhich often prevent rorkere brlnging thelr fanil-leE to join
thcn.
ApAPTAfION  Or !{Aq,9OWER  SpPPIg f_O PATEERII Op Dp}{AND
g.  Tho varLous Eeasuree suggeatcd for LncrcasLng the eupp}y of nanpower
beyond rhat ia to be f,ound Lu thc original proJectlons, and thus to help
relleve etrain on the labsur uarketreeen unlLkcly to naka an adcquatc
contribution to solvlng the problcn. Thc probable perelstence of a l-abour
shortage ln tbe conlng Jrcara EGana that epecial care rust be taken. to ensure
thc bcst poesLble adaptation of rcsourcce to reguircnente, l-.e. to correct
and, etLll  better, to prcvent thc structural dlstortlons liabl-e to arise
betteen ilcuaaal and supply, anil to eec that suppLy can neet denaad ln
eatiEfactory conditLons. Action aga!.uet theac etrueturaL dlstortlons - rhlch
aay be due to a laek of gcographl,cal, nobtllty gnong rorkers or to the fact
that ekL1la availab}e and ekiLla requl.red do aot ta11y - ls  thue one of the
noet lnportant policy novea for lnprbving overal,l productl.vity and, perbapFl
for ralsing the grorth potentl,al of tbe econouJr.
VocationaL traiainL of vougr. q?oplq
10.  fhe etructural adaptatioa of laaporer requires fl.rst  of aLl that young
people should be glven vocatloaal.  tra:la!.ag enabLlng thcr to meet - both in
nunbere and ln skLLle -  the rcgul.rements of the econooy, eapeclally in  the
expaadJ-ng ladustrfes.  It  ts true that the f,rcsh cfforte rhich rilI  be nadelV-g
in  the coning years to  step up and adapt the norma1 nachlnery of  training  to
the needs of  the future will  by the nature of things bear frult  nainly  after
the period covered by the first  prograrutre. But some of  the rneasures taken
will  mature sooner and affect  in  particular  the supply of  skilled  workers,
and i-n any case the decisions for  the longer term must be taken now.
The work that  the Menber States are planning to carry out during the
next few years in  the field  of vocational training  for  young peopl,e ri11
mean a conslderabl-e advance, and in  the case of  ftaly  a major advance, on
the present situation.  None the less,  it  is  doubtful whether present plans
will  suffice  to roeet not only the growing desire of young people to acquire
a training  that will  give them an assured future but also the growi-ng  demand
for  skilled  workers, technicians, and supervisory 6qrades. Greater efforts
should therefore be made, notably in  technical trai-rilng ln  France but even
more in  Italy,  where a general shortage of training  facilities  seene certaln
to persist  throughout the perlod covered by the fi-rst  progranme. In all
menber countries the training  of niddle and higher supervisory grades and of
teachers for  tomorrow must be given particular  attention,  as requirements  in
this  fiel-d are in  any case bound to keep on increasing rapidly.
While the principle  that  their  economies must sooner or later  benefit
froq a higher general level  of individual  abilj-ty  means that  Menber States
should neake the greatest possible efforts  in  the vocationaltralnlng of young
people, care must be taken to ensure that  the efforts  nade are rational,  in
other words that  they are effective.  Two nain concepts should underlie
policy  in  this  field:  the first  ie  that  the decisions to  be taken concerning
the training  of young people are long-range deci-sions which the authorities
would be wise to prepare thoroughly, if  not by projections in  the strict
sense of  the word, than at least  after  due consideration of  the long-term
trends in  the occupational pattern of  employrnentl the second ls  that
wherever possible young people should be given a trai.ning which, rather
than prepari-ng then to work in  a specific  trader should impart to  them basic
knowledge wide enough to give then a range of  opportunities andt above al11IV-10
should enable then to  adapt thenselves to  the changes whlch may supervene
later  in  their  working lives  aE ai result  of  econonic and technical develop-
nents.  These two concepts, the first  of which i-nplies fuller  use of certain
forward analyses that  could provide more efficient  gui-dance for  tbe training
of young people, and the second o'f which inplles  that  the problems of  the
distant  future  should be solved by neans of  training  on a wider basisr naX
seen to  conflict.  In  fact  they complement  one another, at  least  in  so far
as efforts  to  foresee over the long tern the occupational pattern of enploy-
nent can never yield  anything nore than general guidance erpressed at  best
in very approximate figures,  and in  so far  as a broadly-based training
going beyond general educatj-on in  the strict  sense can only be given once
the basic choice of  occupational field  has been nade.  In  this  respect,
thorough long-range studles -  where necessary on a quantitative  basis -  of
training  requirements at all  levels  could well  provide a useful guide to
poli-cy.  In addition,  the Member States should compare and contrast at
Comnunity level  any projections  or studies they nake i-n this  fj-eld so as to
benefit  fron each otherrs experience and to seek out toEether the best course
to  follow.
What is  already certain  is  that  the steady rai-sing of  the level  of
knowledge necessary for  nodern life  will  impose on all  countri-es the need
to lricrease very considerably the facj-lities  for  training  nediun- and
higher-grade  supervisory staff  in  all  trades and occupations.  In addition,
the progressive  reform of  trainin,g facilities  and syllabuses will-  have to be
speeded up so as to  gi-ve nore roo:n for  the teaching of baslc knowLedge
prior  to specializati-on.  The rai,sing of the minj-mum school-leavi-ng age
should help here, provided the opportunity it  gives to bridge the gap
between general training  and vocati-onal training  proper is  exploited by
sone forn of pre-training  or vocat:Lona1 inltiation,  Lastlyr  the Member
States shoul-d endeavour to  co-ord:inate their  vocational training  work wi-th
that being carried out in  industry  and to  establi-sh or develop for  this
purpose any form of co-operation'bhat  may appear practicable and desirabLe.IV-11
Member States must also nake efforts  in  the years ahead to renedy
certain anonalies in  the siting  of  training  facilities.  In particular,
a special effort  nust be made to improve the situation  in  agricultural  areas,
where the large reserves of manpower  forned by young people Ii-ving in  the
country nust be harnessed to the needs of  the economy: they must either
be prepared to carry on in  agriculture  or be helped to move to  other sectors
of activity.  The Menber States nust try  to  offer  nore and better
opportunitles for  the training  of gir1s,  with the ain not only of inproving
the status of  womenrs work but also of meeting the demand for  women workers
that  can be expected to  follow  the increasingly  ratrrJd expansion occurrCng in
many administrative and service activities.
Vocational Euidance for  young people
11.  If  the vocational training  of young people is  to yield  the nost
satisfactory  results,  the authorities  must provi-de nethodical vocational
guidance prior  to such training,  so that young people can be he}ped in  their
choice of a calling.  It  nust be recognized that  in  nost member countries
this  work has not developed nearly fast  enough and they wi1.J. therefore ha're
to nake a ma.jor effort  in  this  field.  fn  addition,  as the period spent b;g
children at school becomes longer and longer,  fuller  and more elaborate
arrangements should take the place of the present arrangements  under which
advice is  all  too often given at  the end of the compulsory school attendance
period and a.t no other time.
Mobility  of labour
1-2. The fact  that  the vocational training  and guidance of young people a:re
instrunents of long-term rather  than rnedium-term economic policy  means thilt
the mobil-ity' of adult workers must be seen as the ideal  remedy to  the
structural  dristortions  which are bound to  emerge in  the years to  corne
between denand and su,oply on the labour narketo  One aim of  ernploynent
policy nust therefore be to give every encouragenent  to nobility  of  labour
in  the threer forms of geographical nobility,  of  transfers  from one indust:ry
to another ernd of  changing from one trade to another -  all  thre6 of whlch,
incidenta111.l are frequently involved in  one move. For this  purpose a seE
of measures will  be needed, and in  most Menber States these are stil-J- far
fron being ready for  inplenentation.IV-12
lt.  The first  objective in  this  field  nust be to inprove the organization
and nachinery of  employnent services 60 as to enable them, in  certain
countries at  1east, to  shoulder nore effectively  than at  present the duties
lncumbent  upon then with regard to  the guidance and placing of workers
wishing to  change jobs and even trades.  This would mean that  they nust
dispose of greater funds than at  present, notably in  order to  extend the
anount of infornation  they can give concerning euploynent and to help then do
nore in  the way of giving advice to workers.  In  certain  case6 -  especi-ally
in  the rural  areas -  the network 0f  eoploynent services itself  is  inadequate
and needs extension.  Improvernents should also be made in  the links  between
these services at  nationaL level-, for  example through the instj-tution,  where
they do  not al-ready exist,  of reg:ional internediary  offices  between the
central  offices  and those i-n outlying  areasi  in  addi-tion the contacts at
Conmunity 1eveJ. maintained under the regulations adopted pursuant to
Artj-cles 48 and 49 of the Treaty of  Rone (free  movement of  workers) should
be strengthened.
14.  More strould a]-so be done to  farri]-itate  the necessary movement of  workers
or at least  -  through contributions  to transport and resettlement costs -
to make then J-ess burdensome social.Ly.  It  should be recal-Ied that  this
resettl-ement  aid nornally  qualifies  for  partial  reinbursenent  from the
European Social tr'und or,  where it  c,oncerns workers in  the ECSC industriest
for  specific  aids fron the High AutJrority.
Training.  readaptation and furthertraininF  of adults,,
L5.  Another problen is  that  a new,job, whether in  the same place or else-
where, cal1s for  the acquisition  of  fresh skills,  and the nore rapid
structural  changes in  the economy which must be expected ln  the coning years
are bound to nake this  contingency more conmon. Not only will  the heavy
drift  from agriculture  continue, but there wil]  also be changes between
industries  and the upward movement of manpower into  higher-level  jobs
resulting  from the chronic shortage of skilled  and highly  skilled  staffs
in  certain rapidly  expanding industries.  Consequentlyt  an effective
training,  retraining  and further  training  policy  is  far  and away the mostrv-13
inportant nerdiun-tern instrtrnent aval.lable for  the stn:.ctural ad.aptation
of rnanpower antl is  one of the naln instrunents of enplo;ment policy as a
rho1e.
One of the forenogt ains of rnediun-tern enplo;ment poLicy should be a
najor expansion of existing arrangenents for  the rapid. training  and the
read.aptation of adults,  so that workers who had not been lucky enough to
receive traJrning in  the past or who had. chosen trad.es for  which there is  no
future coultl have better  chances of acquiring a ski1l  or of training  for  a
fresh type of rorko  fhis  neans that the grrpose und.erlying nost of  the work
being done lly the Menber States in  this  field,  nanely retraining  the unenployed.,
should be replaced. by a nuch nore anbitious objective, that of glving all
workers, adrrlts antl even yolmg people who have nissed. the ordinary training
facilities,  a cbance to nake good past deficienci.es.  This is  a process whicb
is  already rrelI r:nd-er way.  For this  purpose, not only should facilities  for
nore rapid 'braining be provided, but workers should also be granted. conpensation
for  loss of wages, so that they can use these facilities  rithout  undue hardship.
It  is  neither necessary nor even desirable that the authorities  should assu$e
fuJ-I responsibility  for  d.etails of  such trainingr  antl there seem to be good.
practical reasons rhy ind.ustry itself  should play a nore or less actj.ve role
in  this  worlc, perhaps rith  asslstance fron trnrblic funds.  fhe authori-ties
should., in  any cass, co-ord.i-nate the conpLex of measures ad.opted ln  this
field.,  ensurlng in  particular  that the geographical distribution  of
read.aptation facilities  takes nore fu1ly into  accor:nt the speeific needs of
areas in  di:flficultlesr  and notably of  those Ereas where healry enigration or
a drift  fron tbe 1and. rnay be expected to persist.  At Conrnunlty 1eve1 the
l\uopean Sor:ial tr\rnd. should, particularly  if  its  porrets were rid.ened.,
continue to assist Menber States in  this  fle1d.
It  wou.Id be a nistake, however, to confi-ne these efforts  to the rapid
training of ski1led. workers. Another natter neriting  consideratlon  and nuch
closer atte:rtion than in  the past is  that of fiuther  training  -  not only the
adaptation rrf a workerre knowled.ge to technical progress (pernanent
instruotion arrangenents),  ht  perhaps also the acquisition of a higber
1evel of knowled.ge rrhich ri1l  give hin the opportunity to fill  a higher post
(social betternent).  These are two other rays of naking the most of  a
workerrs aptitudes during bis working life,  anrd. their  econonlc value isIV-14
obvious.  Consequently, the authorities  should endeavour to institute  or
develop the necessary arrangements  so that  even in  the nedium term an
appreciable contribution  can be nade to  the improvement of  overall
produc tivity.
15.  For al-l this  work, as for  that  recornmended above with regard to  the
vocational training  of young people, the Menber States should co-operate
closely,  acting within  the framework of  the Treaty of  Rorae and in  confornity
with the General Principles  for  t.he iroplementation of a conmon vocational
training  policy  adopted by the Council on 2 April  L96t.ClIAPTER  V
PUBLIC  }'INANCE  POL]CYl-.  As part of  the preparatory work
Term Economic Policy Committee has,
problems posed by public  finance in
Committee to  work out figures  on the
and expenditures(1)  up till  1920.
v-2
for  the first  programme, the l"ledium-
in  view of  the special importance of  the
the comj.ng years, asked the Budget Po1icy
overall. derrelopment  of  public revenues
This is  the fj-rst  time that  a.n attempt has been made to  establ-ish medium-
term forecasts i-n the fi-el-d of  publi-c flnances for  the ltlernber States of  the
cornmunity on a uniform pattern.  lrhese forecasts natural]y  are of  an
extrernely hypothetical na.ture and still  rest  on differing  bases in  the variorrs
l"i ember States;  sorne of  them are not yet official.  Consequently there are
many Saps and deficienci.es j-n the material.  fn  particular,  some of  the
countries were stj-ll  not in  a position  to  supply all  the desired information,
especially wi-th regard to investment.  Others had submitted requirements
forecasts sone of  whlch had not yet been reconciled wi-th overa]l- economi-c
resources.  None the less the forecasts do point  to  certain  general trends
which will  be discerned in  the fie_Ld of  public  finance in  the years to  come
making it  possib1e to give a pictur"e of  the resulting  problems and to  develop
tentative  guidelines for  public  bu<lgetary policy  in  the Comrnunity.  One of
the first  tasks to  be carried out:Ln the framework of  the medium-tern economic
policy  wil-l  be to amplify the work undertaken in  the field  of  public  finance
and to  proceed to certain  quantitative  comparisons which it  has not yet been
possible to carry out.  In  this  connection the forecasting methods used are
to be improved and at  the same time the basic assunption on general econonlc
development are to  be defined nore exactly.
2.  According to the information presented by the Budget Policy Committee,
public  expendi-ture  a6 a whole fort;he  years 1966-70 should grow rapidly  in  all
the Member Statesi  in  general it  i-s expected that  its  growth wil-l  exceed the
increases i-n the gross national product.  The rapid growth of  public capital
expenditure wil-l- be particularly  pronounced in  all  the countries.
(1)  The conqept of  public budgets refers  to  the budgets of  the public
adrninistrations as defined fol  national- accounting purposes: central
governments, regional and l-oceLl authorities  and the social  security
system, but not public  enterprises (rai.Iways, postal services, publicly
owned enterprises, nationalized enterprisesletc.).  Current expenditure
conprlses purcha6e6 of  goods and services for  pubLic consumptlon, the
wages and sal-aries of  employees in  public service and income transfers
to households,  to non-profit-naking organl-zations,  to  enterprises or to
abroad.  Capital expenditure comprises own capital  investment, capital
transfers,Ioans,  advances, hc,14itt. by the public authorities,  and
the anortization  of  the fundedi public debt.v-1
Current expenditure is  expected to increase less rapidly  than capital!
expenditure;  none the less it  is  in  most cases likely  that  it  will  continue
to grow more rapidly  than gross national product.  This applies especialJ.y
to transfers  (social  security  payments, subsidies, etc.),  which can be
expected to grow relatively  rapidly  j-n most of  the metnber countries even i-f
current legislatlon  is  not changed.  It  is  also quite possible that  the
expansi-on of current expenditure in  several nember countries has been
estimated at  troo 1ow a rate  because of  the methods used and the initial-
assumptions, in  which case the bal-ance of  the budget will  of  course be afllected.
The main source of  danger to  the bafance of  budgets is  likely  to be l;he
fact  that,  according to  the estimates, revenue will  be increasing more s1owly
than expenditure:  most member countries have assumed essentially  unchanged
tax rates,  with the result  that  revenue from taxation will  develop on l-lnes
roughly paralle1 to the trend of  the gross national product or at best -
given the progressive nature of  some taxes -  will  grow a l-ittle  more rapi(lly.
The assumptions used therefore point to a substantial  increase in  public
financing needs.  At the same time a noteworthy deterioration  in  the curr:ent
accounts of almost al-I metnber countrj-es LE tr  be feared,, er thrt  pubLl,o trvlDg
as a means of  financing capital  expenditure wil-l- tcnd to dccllnc ln  inporBlnce.
3.  These trends had too a number of  very important conclusj-ons for  medirrm-
term econornic policyl  they concern, in  the nain,  the following  probl-ems:
(i)  The reconci-liation of  public requirements with overall  economic resources;
(ii)  The raising  of  funds to  cover financing requirementsl
(iii)  The need to take into  account budget programmes covering several yeeirsl
(iv)  The establishment of an order of  priority  for  specific  expenditure
categories (notably for  investment)1
(v)  The co.-ordination of  the budgetary policies  of  the various public
administrations  (central  governments, l-ocal authorities  and sociaL
security).
ReconciU-ation of  public requirements  with overal-l- economic resources
4.  One of  the most important results  of  the forecasts is  that  they show
that  central governrnents will  tend in  the coming years to claim a larger  share
of the gross national product to  cover collective  requirements.  There ar:e
many reas6yls why this  trend is  particularly  marked in  respect of  the devel-opment
of public ir.vestment.  fn most member countries work on the economic  andv-4
social- infrastructure  -  roads, harbours, schools, hospitals,  etc.  -  has
in  recent years been unable to keep abreast of general economic development.
Economic and social  infrastructure  investment has most l-eeway to make up
where facilities  need to be provided in  response to certain  individual
requirements which require col-l-ective investment and which in  recent years havo
grosn far  nore thaa the averagc -  requlrenents arlslngr  for  exanpler fron the uer
of notor vchicles and fron uac of  hospitala aa progreEs is  nadc Ln the
field  of  social  security.  The trend towards urbanization  noted in  all  member
countries in  the last  ten years has had similar  effects,  causlng considerable
bottlenecks that  affect  economic and social  equilibrium.  The growth of
requirements of  this  type is  unlikely  to  l-ose momenturn in  the next few years.
Another point is  that  public activity  in  certain  fiel,ds,  such as education'
scientlfic  and technical research, and investment j-n the les.c developed areas -
topics discussed in  more detail- in  other parts of  this  programme -  will  grow
rnnnoni rh'l rr -i -  *he coming years.  f n highly-developed  econonies they are
essential if  international  competitiveness is  to be strengthened,  rapid economic
growth rnaintained  and social  progress promoted.  These forms of  governmental
activity  also refLect the need, which is  growi.ng more and more pronounced i-n
the llember States, to  devote part of  the wealth accruing from economic  gDowth
to  the satisfactj-on of  human needs in  the fie1d of culture,  education and
h ealth.
It  is  obvious that  the work carried out try Governments and by other public
administrations, especially the insta.l,lation and improvement of  infrastructurer
will  involve expenditure -  some of  it  on a large scale -  which (calculated in
terms of  the cost of  each project)  wil-t tend to increase because of  the growing
technical difficulty  of  the work. Theee co6ta cannot be defrayed unless the
grorth of  the other utilLzation  categories is  correapondingly  slowed down and btel
claims on the gross national product are reconciled with real  resources  without
monetary stability  being jeopardlzed.  Since, in  view of  the need to  ensure
euffloletrt  adeouate  e,cotronic growth .ln the nediun-ternr lt  ls  not deeirable to
finance Governrnent investment at  the expense of  industrial  investment'
consumption  expenditure is  the nain  demand conponent in  vrhich growth must be
curbed.v-5
Covering r:ublic financing requirements
5,  The distinctly  greater demands of  public  financing which are to  be
expected in  most Member States, given the initial  assumptions, raise
substantial prob1ems in  regard both to  overall  economic balance and to  thr-'
sources frorn which these demands can be met.
fn a few member countries the requi-rements are expected to be so great
that  they could engender serious difficulties  for  the general balance ofthe
economy; th.e authorities  will-  have to make absolutely certai-n that  this  does
not occur.
Consequently, where greater recourse to  the capital  market is  not
feasible or desirable, the right  policy  will  be to curb the growth of  ex-
penditure or to raise revenue by higher taxes.  In most countries the proper
course will  doubtless be a combination  of both methods.
gurblng the_growth of_expenditure_
6.  In  some member countries the expenditure estimates probabty leave
definite  possibilities  of  curbing the growth of  expenditure.  The reason for
this  is  to be found partly  lnthe nettrodsof, forccaat!  usGdr rhlch-  air  for  cxanplct
in  Germany -  start  with estimates made for  each sector without co-ordj-nation
of the varlous collective  requirements and without reference to  the availability
of  funds.
With overal-I economic resources as they are,  i.t  looks as if  a reductj-on
ln  thc grotth  of, publlo erp.rdlturo  cnvLaaged vJ.IJ. be nocegsa.ry ln  noat of
the countries.  But the authorities  should refrain  fron setting  linear  lj.mits
to increases or cuts in  expenditure under which all  categories of  expendil;ure
are reduced by the sane percentage.  This would conflict  with the need tcr
respect pr5-orities and would ignore the fact  that  the various categories of
expenditure are not equalLy flexible.
The necessary cuts should be operated selectively  under a system of
priorities  that ought as far  as possible to be developed on tbe basis of  er
budget plan covering several years.  In view of  the heavy collective  inve'stnentv-5
requirements,  an effort  is  at  presernt being nnade in  alnost all  member
countries to give particularly  higtr priority  to investment expenditure and
to  concentrate cuts in  expenditure as far  as possible on consumption  and
transfer  expenditure.  But it  rnust; be remem'bered that  a number of  expenditure
categories in  the fi-eld of  public  consumption merit the same priority  as
investment expendi.ture.  Certain expenditure i.tens, for. exanple, the pay of
public  servants, must keep in  step with general- economic developmentl others
represent in  many ways the necessary counterpart of  investment expenditure,
for  exampfe the cost for  maintenance  of  roads or of  schools.  Lastly  there
are forrns of  pubJ-ic consumption extrlenditure, such as outlay on the improvement
of  education, whlch are vj-tal- to  economic and soclal- progress.
Ilone the l-ess there must i.n al-I member countries  still-  be opportunlties
for  rationalization  in  certain  sec't;ors of  public adminlstration which could,
in  the light  of  techni-ca1 progress, easily  be turned to good account.  fn
each case, where the vari-ous public  expenditure headings are being increased,
the authorities  shoul-d carefully  check whether and how far  the increases are
real1y necessary.  At the same time expenditures agreed previously should
be kept under constant review and, $/here appropriate, amendment of  the 1aws
fixing  these expendltures should bei contemplated.
To facilitate  the control  of  expenditure, the methods of  selection between
the various expenditure categories should be examlned more closely so that
the al}ocati-on of  public  funds under the various headings can be made along
more rational  lines.
Tn addition,  more and more should be done to  make public eupply and transpol
undertaki-ngs,  which in  some countrj-es have falrly  eubstantlaL  defielts,
pay thelr  ray.  For this  rea.sorl lt  should be nadc pocsible for  theea
undertakings to adjust to  economic  and technical progress and in  particular
to carry out the necessary investment and rationalization  measures and to
align  their  charges -  in  the light  of market conditions -  on actual costs.
In  so far,  however, as specific  defj-cits  cannot be nade good, given the
obligations  stemmj-ng from the notion of  public service or arising  for  social
reasons, they shoul-d be bafanced aa approprlatc  fron the,central  Sovernn€nt
budget or fron the locel  authorttlcr  directly  concerned\r', lhlch  is  nore
appropriate.
(f)  fa thlg  conncctlon, tho Council declaion of  1,  Uey 1955 concerning  the
harnoal.zatlon of  ccrtaln  provisiong affectlng  conpetltlon by rall,  road and
lnland raterrey  provi-dee that  the obl-lgatlona  on tranoport undertakings
stenning fron the aotloa of  public aervice should only be naintalned tn  so
far  ee they ere J.adispeneable to  enaure edequate traneport.  For euch
obllgations aa ere naintained, the eene decisiou stlpulates  that  tbe relevent
coete iacurred by tranaport undertaklnge ehould be defrayed by thc authorltlesv-?
Since, according to available  forecastsr public  subsidies and simi.Lar
transfers to  commerce and industry are likely  to rise  very appreciably in  a
nunber of Member States, it  must be strongly  emphasized  once again that  such
payments should be made only in  accordance with the principles  set out in
Chapters IIf  and VI.  fn  addition,  their  volume should not be so great as to
seriously jeopardize  budgetary equilibrium,  especially as this  would ln  the
long run conflict  with the object of most subsidies.
There is  little  hope, however, that  such curbs as may be made on the
growth of public expenditure will  su.ffice to  solve the problem of  budgetary
equilibrium in  all  Community countries.
Pub lic_i  ndeb t edness
7,  If  then it  is  assumed that  fiscal  legislation  remains unchanged, it  will
be necessary in  all- Member States to bomow even larger  sums to  cover the
growing need for  public i-nfrastructure investmentl  this  wil-1 be necessarlr
even 1n countries,like  the Netherlands,  where central  government investment is
in  princi-p1e to be financed out of  current revenue, by far  the greater palt  of
public investment  being generally carri-ed out by the local- authoritles.  llo
prevent the equilibrium of  the econony as a whol-e, and particularly  price
stability,  belng jeopardized, financlng needs not covered from current
revenue should be accounted for  by the issue of  long-term donestic 1oans.
Where the authorities  resort  to  short-term bank advances and, in  particul,errt
to advances from the central banks, or to  the issue of  short-term public
securities,  they should do so for  only limited  periods, and even then onl1'
uith  due regard for  the requirenents of  short-term economic policy.  Carer
must then be taken to  see that  the central  governmentsr net indebtedness
under this  heading does not i-ncrease to  any appreciable extent over a long;
period.
However, the interests  of  the publlc authorities  as issuers of  loans
will  compete with those of industry,  which may also need to  make increased.
calls  on the capital  markets to  finance its  investment.  In a period when.
there are in  any case 1ikely  to  be appreciabfe difficulties  in  the way of
smooth economlc growth recourse to the capital  market is  only defensibl-e as
long as suffici-ent real  saving ls  avaifable to meet the denand for  capital.
ft  is  true t.hat private  saving will  continue to  expand sharply in  the
mernber count,rj-es, particularly  if  the objective of  optinum economic growth
for  a long period, coupled with maintenance of  extern&I and internal
stabil-ity,  is  achieved at  the earliest  possible mofien&,  However, even if
neasures wera taken to  stinulate  the formation of  savings and to  irnprovev-8
f ho  wny.lr'i nc  nf  the  eani tnl  markpt  i I  rrrnll d  rpn:i.n  dOubtful_  whether  the Pr9qf,ll|u{:!9wr
inf I ux of  savinls to  the canital  m.rrl:ct rvoul.d surfiee  to  cover the €'rov/inS
demand for  credit  from the public  authorities  and frorn industry.
fncrease_in  revenue fron_taxatlon
B.  fn  vj-ew of  the forecasts on t.he financi.ng needs of  tbe puhlic sector
and the limited  resources a.vailabfe on the capital  market, circumstances
mioht- ari.se i n which an additional  increase in  tax revenue vrould Drove
unavoidable,  although the budget frrr€casts tr,rovided hr;r ihe Ilember States
have so far  been based on the prin,:ip1e that  an i-ncrease in  tax rates vti-l-l
not be necessary and that  budgetar,y equilibrj-un can be achieved by other
means.  Jn the l''letherlands, hovrev,er, i-t  is  :.ntended to  establish budgetar;'
equilibrirlm by adapting tax rates,  unless increased recourse bv the public
authorities  to  the capital- market:i-s feaslble rvithorrt economi-c equi.libriun
belng jeooardized.
If  an increase in  tax revenue proves unavoidabf e,  Line acl diti.orral brrrden
shorrJ.d fa1l  where it  will  hi-t private  savings and industria.l  investment as
litt1e  as possible.  Increased re\/enue should therefore be raised mainly
through those taxes whj.ch affect  consumption  expenrii-ture.  At the same tine
the implication.s of  the proposed neasures for  harmonization of  taxes anon€i
the liember States should also be terken into  account.  This neans that  the
authorities  shorrld, wherever possible, refrain  from an;; nev\r measllre of  tax
policy  that  vrould hanper harnonization,  fn  those I'iember litates  vrhere the
share of  taxes hased on l:oduction  ic  relatively  smal.I, this  is  the point
at  u,ihich revenues corrl,d be increased by appropriate adaptation mea.sures.
By the adopti-on of  ihe tax on value adcled system (fVA), these rnea.sures
should be fi.tted  i.nto the frameworl: of  the harmonization of  turnover taxes.
(lnnrroncol rr  f ha other l,jember State."; l,rorrl_d. mo'Ve totvards h.armonj-zation if  tltey r  vs+,I  t  wrr'
aimed at  increasing the yield  of  ta.xes on lncome and viealth.v-9
FoLecasting or programming of lgbLic  budgets over several years
9. It  ls  lnportant that publlc ftnance poucy ehould takc account of  longer-
term growth opportunities.  It  must be so designed as to create optimum
condi-tions Jlor econonic growth, the economic structure and internal  and
external stability.  Consequently, some guidance is  requiredr in  the fornt
of public brrdget forecasts or programmes covering several years, concernirLg
the longer-term development of  public budgets in  the aggregate and of  the
main categor:ies of revenue and expenditure.  These forecasts can be sup-
plementedr:Ln lirnited priority  fieldsq  by specific  programmes  some of  whic:h
may be turnr:d into  a firn  commitnent.  This will  not be an attempt in  an1'
way to replace the annual budgets:  it  wifl  be an effort  to  establish a
framework irrto which the annual budgets will- be fitted.  By bringing out
thei-r impac'b on the volume and balance of  the budget over a longer neriod,
such a fram,awork  should facilitate  the deci.sions on budget poli-cy ta.ken b1'
Governments and Parllaments.
The prrrgranming  of  the public budgets over a nut,rber of  years could weII,
at the same time, provide a more rational  basis for  a finance policy better
adapted to current economj-c developments. The programrnin6; of  certain  forrns
of public e:xpenditure  over a period of  several years makes it  possible to
hasten or delay particular  expenditures in  a way tbat  can help to stabil-ize
the economi,o trend.  fn additionrthe foreca.sting or programming  of  publi<:
budgets for  several years aheacl could make a valuable contribution to  the
early preparation of  the technica1 planning and impl-ementation  of  specifi<l
public investment programmes, so that  they could be put in  hand -  should the
economy sho'w signs of flagging -  without undue delay,
Moreover, the instltution  of  this  forecasting or progranming  arrangenlent
would mean an additional valuable instrument for  the co-ordination  of  bud5qet
policy and of general economic policy  j-n the Member States and at  Community
level.  For this  rearson, such forecasts or programmes  should be establj.shed
at the earliest  possible  moment and the l4ember States should endeavour so
to sel-ect their  methods and periods of  time that  rational  confrontati.on  oll
foreca.sts or programmes within  the Connunity wouLd be possible"v -10
Establishment of  prj-orities
10.  The forecasting or programming of  public budgets for  several years
ahead wi-ll  al-so be an important aid in  efforts  to  establish the most
comprehensive order of  priorities  for  individual  expenditure categories.
This order must be established if  the most efficient  allocation  of  public
resources is  to be ensured.  Such an order of  priority  should reflect
the opecificrchronologi-cal  or regi-onal urgency of  the expenditures planned,
and decisions should be taken as far  as possible in  the light  of  overall
economic requirements.  At the sane time the interdependence of  priorities
must also be taken into  account, as certain  expenditures may be indis-
pensable for,  or may be the direct  consequence of,  other expenditures.
In  this  connection, the various types of  public  investment are of
special importance: in  the coning years they will  be rising  partlcularly
fast  in  all  neruber countries and it  is  a natter  of  particular  urgency that
they should be reconciled with the production capacities of  opecific
industries,  notably of  building.  In any case everything should be done to
avoid the recurrence of  serious substantial  inbal-ances in  one field  or
another, such as have in  the last  few years occurred in  a number of  member
countries partly  because of  too rapid and too nassive outlays of  public
funds or of  the excessive incentives offered to  the building  industry.
Action on these lines  seems essenti.al because of  the need to maintain price
stability  and because, if  prices were to rise,  the cost of  the various
investment schenes would exceed estimates and so add to  the diffj-culty  of
attaining  budgetary equili-brium.  The establishment of  an order of priorities
should enable the authorities  to avoid undue pressure being placed on certaj-n
types of  production capacity, and it  woul-d ensure that  in  case of  need it
would not be all  the schemes, or most of  them, whi-ch would be delayedt but
only the least urgent.  The arran€tenent  should also be that  the priorities
would be granted to whole schemes or  (in  the case, for  example, of  road-
building)  to  sufficiently  large sections, and that,  through the i.mprovenent
of  budgeting methods, uninterrupted  inplementation woul-d be ensured,
enabling modern production techniques to  be turned to best account.  Lastly'
a poi-nt to be borne in  nind in  subdividing major projects is  the need to
grant priority  to  those parts likely  to help elininate  particularly  difficult
bottlenccks, or those that  can be turned into  good account as quickly as
possible.v-rt
Co-ordination  of  the budFct policiee  of  the various public authorities
11.  An inportant condition for  any efficient  nediun-term econonic policy
is  close co-ord,ination in  ell  nember countries of  the various public
authorities  (central  governnent, local  authorities,  social  insurance), no'b
only in  reoprect of  the aggregate financing resources available  to  thc
public authorities  but even nore with rcgard to  the economic inpect of  their
transactions.  Since, j-n nost member countries,  far  and away the greater
part of  public investment is  camied out by the loca1 authorities,  part-
icularly  ther conmunes, it  is  inportant  to  ensure that  their  investnent firbs
into  the framework of general econonic policy.
Where the requislte  procedures for  co-ordination do not yet exist,
they will  ha.ve to be established as aoon as possible, and steps must if
necessery ber taken to  ensure that  the central authorities  exert over loca.L
authorities  sufficient  influence to nake then conply, in  their  expenditure,
with the requirenents  of  the nediun-tern  ecouonic policy;  there is  perhaps
a case, in  this  connection, for  attaching certain  condj.tions to  central
government erubsid.ies. This does not nean that  the independcnce  of  the
loca1 authorities  should be encroached upon.
On the other hand the central  goverrunents  nust ensure that  l-ocal
authorities  do not have ttifficulty  in  financing such of  their  expenditure
as is  essent,ial in  connection  with the ned.in-n-tern economic and short-tern
economic pol.icy, notably certain  investslent cxpenditure.  ft  is  importanll
to  exanine i,n this  context shether and to shat extent they should be given
greater oppo,rtunities  to obtain additional  tax revenue, €o as to  cut dorn
their  bomo$'ing  on the capital  market.
72.  In a nuurber of nember countri-es, social  security  will  raise  special
problems in  the coning years.  Evcn if  there is  no change in  current
Iegislation,  expenditure under this  heading nay well  expand -  nainly
because of  t;he sharp increase in  old age pensions and the rapid upward
movement expected in  sickness insurance paynents -  more rapidly  than the
gross national- product.  Serious financi-al difficulties  wiLl result,  since
there nust tre an increase either  in  contributions or in  subsidies fron  the
public purs€f.  The financing problems of  social  security,  taken as a wholLe,
are to be studied later  by the Comnlttee with due consideration of  their
economic and social aspects.-YI-
CHAPTER  VI
REGTONAT PO],ICYvI-2
1.  In close co-operation with the group of senior officials  responsible for
regional policy  in  the Merober States, the Coruoittee  has examined in detail
the problerns of regional policy  in  the Conmunity. The nost inportant of  these
problemsr their  connection with growth policy,  and- the general objectives,
nethod"s  and neasures of regional pcllicy are described in more detail  i-n an
annex to this  progranme. They forur the basis for  the following guidelines for
the regional policy of  the ldenber States and of  the Conmunity lnstitutions.  ft
should be stressed that the operations proposed are confined. to the nost inportant
regional policy neasures, to which the tr{enber States and the Corarnunity
institutions  should give top priority  in  the coming years.
RegionaL policy objectives
2.  The creation of optinurn conditions for  balanced econornic growth and. a
balanced economi.c structure will  require appreciable efforts  ln the fiel-d" of
regional policy.  One of the noost i-ruportant tasks will  be to bring  into  play
existing  production  reserves in  the problem a.rea6 and thue to  promote both
overall  econor:oic growth and an improved regional equilibri.un. Concurrently,
the authorities  should endeavour to prevent the developnent  of  those excessive
concentratlons of lndustry whi-ch generate unduly sharp rises  in  economic ancl
soclal costs and aggravate the serious shortage of  labour already prevailing
in  certain centres.
The roost important task before those responsibLe for  regional policy  is
to find. ways and means of  establishing cond.itions that will  nake it  poseible
for  bueln€ssm€tr to  enbark on ner ventures.  In  the Conrrnunity, action on these
lines  is  of particular  significance  in  so fae as the benefits of a wider narket,
in  terns of  enployrnent, production ancl real  incone, can only uake thenselves
felt  if  enterprises,  and particularly  industrial  enterprises, are in  princj-p1e
free to set up in  the regions that offer  them the greatest advantages.  This
treans that their  decisions should not be influenced, by excessively wi-d.e
inequalities  in  the provision of public services -  notably infrastructure  -  in  the
verious regions. It  should therefore be the ain of  those responsible for  regional
policy to place the various regions in  comparable starting  cond.itions and so tovr-3
enaule that the Community's problero areas - particularly  the najor outlying
areas -  are 6liven a proper share in the geographical  reorganization of
production in the Common llarket.  In this  connectlon care should be taken to
see that neasures of structural policy for  speci.fic ind.ustriesr notably in
the field  of agriculture and the manufacturing industries,  are co-ordinated
rith  regiona.L policy.
Unless the contrast betseen the predoninantly agricultural  areas of  the
Connunity anrl the others is  to becorne more markeil, najor efforts  in  regard. t,o
agricultural  structure will  be called for  in the coning years. 'l'he unificati.on
of the agricul.tural  narkets and the fixing  of  slngle prices will  entailr  in  a
nunber of  carses, a relative  or absolute rerluction in prices paid to farmers,
and this  nay mean serious probleno in  those areas where the stxucture of  farning
is unsatisfa,ctory. In ad.dition, as econonic grorth advances, it  tends to bri.ng
out more clearly  the structural  reaknessea  of those regions where the econouty
is  based nai.nly on farnoing. Thus those in  charge of policy on agricultural
structures nrrast, particularly  ln  the problen areas nainly devoted to  farning;t
seek to infl'uence production as regarcls both its  volume and ite  eiting  in
relation  to :natural econonic conditionsl in  this  way it  should be posslble to
nake farming in the ind.iviclual areas conpetitive  and to fit  it  as rationally'as
possible int,o the franesork of the general econony.
Infrastructure
3.  One of the noet inportant reys of t'urthering the developnent  and
ad.justnent  of probleur areas ls  by inproving infrastructure.  Action nay be needed.-
the actual requirenents riIl  have to be deternined case by case -  to  improve
econornic infrastructure in the narrorer sense of the tern (industrial  estates
areas and conmunications), or education (general eclucation and vocational
training); or social and cultural  equipurent (housing, hoapitats and leisure
facilities  ) .
Infrastructure rork ehould take account of the need to buil"d up
t'developnent polesrt, preferably based on urban centres already in  existence.
lhese poles should be forned. by a group of industrial  enterprises  ancl services
that could develop spontaneously after  assistance in  starting up. Where these
d.evelopnent poles are sufficiently  dyna.nic they rou1d. promote the d.evelopment
of  ttgecond-ar'y centresrt.vr-4
4.  An effort  should. also be devoted to the establishnoent of major E\ropean
transport routes enabling outlying areas to particlpate  more ful1y in  intra-
Comnunity roerchand.ise  trade. The Member States and the Connunity institutions
should therefore Jose no tine  in undertaking jolntly  to decide, in the light  of
t'uture profitability,  on the trunk routes which are most urgently needed. in
ord.er to promote the development  of the backward areas; they should also agree
on arrangements for  carrying out the work cieened, necessa.ry. The consultation
proced-ure laid  d.ovn in  the Council decision of  28 February 1!66 on investment
in  transport infrastructure,  notably on such investment as may have an impact
on the developrnent of one or nore regions, p::ovitles in this  connection a
valuable aid to the co-ordinatlon of transport investments of  importance for
regionar policy.
Rates and conditions of transport
5.  Rates and conditions of transport involving any element of  support or
protectlon (Article  tjO of the Treaty), should be allored only in  support of
regions for  the d.evelopment of  which they are still  ind.ispensabl-e. To avoid. the
danger of distortion  of the optimum geographic distributlon  of  economic
activities  within the Community, these benefits should -  save in  exceptional
cases to be d.lscussed. individ.ually -  nornally be initial  aids onIy, and more and
more of them should expi-re on d-ates specified at the outset. On the other hand,
the public transport rates in highly developed areas should as far  as possible
be brought close to real  costs so as to prevent enterprises sited in  these
regions enjoying an artificial  cornpetltlve advantage.
Financial aid
6.  fn order to make any financial  aids granted as effective  as possibl-e, the
lfenber States should be guided more in the future by the following principles  :
t1/ !'inanci.al aicl cannot alone ensule the developnent of backwarcl regions and
will  only prod.uce the requirecl effect  if  the necessary infrastructure  is
provid,ed at the same time;w-5
(ii)  Aid sh,culd stinulate the establiehnent of firns  at  localities  and centres
offeri:ng the best chances for  development in  the backward regions; to
this  end, aid prograrures should be designed to foster  the developnent of
ttpolesrtand]tcentrestr  of the kind alread.y found in  certain countriesl
(iii)  Financial a<lvantages should only be granted to undertakings  which are
financially  sound and. likely  to renaln conpetitive for  a long period; in
the najor backrard areas, these advantages should encourage  the
establishnent of  "primary undertakings" which wiLl stimulate other
activities;
(iv)  Any financial  ad.vantages  granted should assiet the ad.aptatlon of reglonal
structures to new econonic and teehnical requirenents; they should
therefore take the form of tenporary aid and Menber States should in  no
circunstances give pernanent assistance  which night hinder adaptatlon and
lead to the continuation  of non-conpetltive  activitiesl  such permanenl:
aid roulcl not only mean e loss of productlon to the economy as a rhole
but would ultinately  create fresh regional problens;
(v)  At both national and Connunity Ievel,  regional and competition pollcy
requile that the amount of aid given shoultl be proportionate to the
problens involved., vith  priority  for regions faced with the rorst  problens.
So that, aid nay be granted in accord-ance with the above principles  and the
Connunity ir:rstitutions can nore easily decide whether it  is  conpatlble rith  the
Treaty, assj.stance should wherever possib3-e be included in regional prog?aunes
or in the dertailed stud.ies d.iscussed below.
BeAional  sturclies and progrannes
7.  hVen mo,re than other aspects of  economic policy,  the regional polioy o:t
the Menber litates and of the Conmunity lnstitutions  should take into  account
the longer-t;erm aspects of  economic and. social developnent.  In order to  do
thisr  thorourgh stud.j-es of regi.onal structure and of the longer-tern regiona.L
developuent prospects are desirable. fhese etudles should take as basis thevr-6
naturaL role of  eech region in  the Connon Market and the probable trend of its
potential  labour force,  and they shoukl establish rhat actlvities,  given
adequate mobility of  labour, should be started up. In this  connecti-on,  the
iroportance of urban centres for  the developnent  of  the regions nust also be
borne in nind. Studies of this  kind are necessary for  the inplenentation of  a
conplex of nutually consistent measures designed to  ensure the developnent  of
the various regions.
It  would be rise  to  includ.e the long-range regional neasureg in flexible
progratunes covering several ye8rs, rithin  which an orcler of priorlty  for  the
various projects and neasures would. be establisheti  and reconciLed.  rith  the
availability  of funds. Consequently,  the Menber States and. the Connunity
institutions  should therefore pursue their  studies rith  a vier  to reaching
agreenent on the nain llnes of t he nethotl to be followed to establish  these
progrannes.
The Member States should give priorlty  to the drafting of  such progranmes
for  those Conmunity are&s which have to  cope vith  the nost dif'ficult  problens
of  rlevelopnent  antl of adaptation. fhe progremmes  should be designed to f'acilitate
co-ord.inatl-on  of the neans and facilities  available to the regional, national and
Cournunity institutions  and to nake posslble their  ooncentration on the nain
points of regi.onal d.evelopment.
It  1s vital  to integrate these progra'nnes into general econonic policy and,
if  need. be, into  the general progrannes of  econonic developnent, naking sure
that they are co&patible vlth  the other priority  objectives of  econonic policy.
Co-ordination on these ]ines is  also desirable to prevent attenpts by the
reglons to outbid each other and to forestall  the energence of  incompatibl-e
elenents in their  respective prograrnmes.  Accord.ingly,  rhere they have not already
done go, Menber States should at the earliest  possible noment nake all  the
necessary arrangenents to ensure the co-ordination of the various regional
prog?annes.
Financlal resources of the Conmunity
8.  The financial  resources of vhich the Etrropean institutlons  dispose have
already mad.e a notabl-e contributlon to regional clevelopnent in the Conmunity.
The efficacy of  this  aid. should in  future be inproved by the neasures indicated
belor.vr-?
The resources of the E\rropean Investnent Bank shoultl be better adJusted to
the requiresrents of regional policy so that the Sank - particularly in the
larger backward areas -  can nake a better contribution to regional developnr:ntt
notably to the financing of euch infrastructure  progrannes as have particularly
favourable effects on overall economlo developnent. This will  not, howevert
be possible unless Menber States nale greater efforte to facilitate  the Sankrs
&ccees to the capital narkets.
lhrthernore, so that the Sank can play & more active part ln regional
d.evelopnent, a study should be nade to determlne whether, ancl on what conditionst
interest rates and charges paitl by borrowers in the nost backward areas shorrld
now be reduced, as. is already the case in eone regions. A point to be
renenbered in this stutly ls that the use of interest rates aa an instrument for
regulating the fLow of money, credit and capital nust not be Jeopardiaed by
granting interest rebates on too llberal a scale.
Since balanced regional d.evelopnent requires that neasures to facilita'be
the training'and stmctural adaptation of labour should al-so serve regional
objectives, the help of the European Social tr\rnd eoultl assume special inportance.
The Comnittee attaches the greatest inportance to the outcome of the currenlb
cliscussions in the Council on the proposals which the Conniseion has put
forward in this 
"oorr""tiorr.(1)
The reg'ional policy of the Menber States and the possibilities  for  the
general economlc developnent of the varioue regions nust also be kept in nind
when policies  on the structure of agriculture in  the Connunity are being
co-ord.inated  and subsidies granted fron the Agricultural  Guld.ance end Guarantee
Funcl.
(L)  Conniseion proposals to
and for  a supplenentary
the Council for  the
regulation relating
amenclment  of Regulation No. !
to the European Social tr\rnd.,vr-8
Regional poLicles at  Cournunj-ty  level
9.  Although responsibility  for  regional policy  Iles  nainly rith  the Menber
Statesr the I'confrontationrtancl asfar  as possible the co-ordination of reglonal
policies  at  Conmunity level  is  particularly  necessary.  It  wilL contribute  to
harnonious econonic developnent  and assist efforts  to help the less favourecl
are&s catch up with the rest.  UnLess there ls  thls  confrontation, it  rilL  not
be possible for  the resources of the Menber States and of the Connunity to be
concentrated. on the regional policy objectives selecterl as neriting  priority
treatrnent in  the framework of  the nedium-tern  economlc policy.  Confrontatlon
shouLd also nake it  possible to  ensure that the &easures taken ln  inplenentation
of the common policiesr  notably in the fielci  of agriculture and oftransport,
take regional lnterests  sufficlently  l"nto account.
It  is desirable,
confronted  and. as far
1n
a8
this  respect, that the regional policiee  should be
posslble co-ordinated at  Con-nunity  1eve1 in order :
(i) To ensure that the assumptions underlying  these policles,  1'6r sxnnple rlth
regartl to nigration,  are nutually consistentl
(il)  To assess the effects of narket integration on the econonles of the various
reglons I
(iii)  rlo estinate and- allow for  the inpact of the commoa policies  (covering
agriculture,  transport, vocational trairring,  trade, etc.)  on the
economies of these regionsl
(i")  To eee how far  exceptions to the general principles of the Treaty of Rone
are justified.  for  reasons of regional policy  (aids, applicatlon to transport
of rates or cond,itions invol.ving any eleslent of  support or protection wlthin
the meaning of Artiole  BO of the Treaty, sefeguard ol-auses), and to ensure tha"'
steps taken by the public authorltles  d-o not favour the establishnent  of
firns  which in the long run cannot cope with conpetition fron outsid.el
(v)  To exanoine whether and. if  so how far  Conmunity financing resources  (those
of the E\ropean rnvestment  3ank, of the European social r\rnd., of the
European  Agri.cultural  Guid.ance ancl Guaraatee Fund. and of the High Authority)
can contribute to the execution of these policles.vr-9
10.  Since adequate statlstical infornation le extrenely inportant for regi.on.cl
studies and prograrnnes, the Menber States and the Comurunity instltutions
should also nake efforts to ensure that regional etatistics too are inproved
anrl expanded and to decide at the earliest possible nonent what statistical
naterial should be given priority in this connection.
In add:Ltion, the Menber States and the Connunity lnsti.tutions should
establish a regular exchange of infbrnation on the experience gained with the
nethotls useil and neagurecl applied. in the field. of regional deveLopnente  ancl
al-so on the results obtained.